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Comment and Contents

Welcome to KiwiFlyer Magazine number nine. This issue has an 
events focus. We have reports on several recent aviation gatherings, 
including SportAvex and the Tauranga City Airshow as well as 
a couple of  profiles of  future events, one being the Whitianga 
Festival of  Speed and the other Oshkosh. More significantly 
though, this issue includes a lift-out guide to PilotExpo 2010 at 
Ardmore. This year, PilotExpo is on the 12th and 13th of  March, 
a weekend chosen to deliberately coincide with the Auckland Boat 
Show. So there’s two great reasons to come to Auckland for the 
weekend, three if  you count meeting lots of  Aucklanders while 
you’re here.

On the subject of  PilotExpo: This event, now in its third year, has 
been very well supported by the aviation business community. More 
than 50 exhibitors will be present with a fine array of  products and 
services, from the smallest pilot accessories, through to microlights, 
LSA aircraft, GA aeroplanes and helicopters. This year, there is 
a dedicated “Learn to Fly” section of  PilotExpo including a full 
day of  related seminars and the attendance of  several aero clubs 
and training organisations. If  you are (or know of) someone who 
is contemplating taking up aviation and is wondering where to 
start, then don’t miss this opportunity to get all the answers in one 
place. There is also a full general aviation seminar programme with 
enough variety to keep most aviation enthusiasts enthralled for a 
good many hours. Peruse the guide included with KiwiFlyer, then 
come and see the event. I encourage you to take advantage of  this 
unique opportunity where so much of  the NZ aviation community 
is gathered in one place. KiwiFlyer will of  course be there and we 
look forward to meeting you. 

Warbirds Over Wanaka is little more than a month away now and 
looks set to be another ‘must see’ event. We have several one day 
passes to give away to KiwiFlyer readers. All you have to do is write 
to, or email us with your name and phone number – and answer 
the question: What would you most like to see in future issues of  
KiwiFlyer Magazine? We value your feedback and will consider all 
suggestions for improving the magazine in the future.

Enjoy your reading. See you at PilotExpo !

Michael Norton
Editor, KiwiFlyer Magazine

From the Editor

Front Cover: Ron Donaldson flying his FK-14 Polaris up the coast
at Matakana Island, Tauranga. Michael Norton photograph.
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Garmin’s New aera Touch Screen GPS
We review the new Garmin aera 550 thanks 
to South Pacific Avionics at Ardmore. 

Piper Aircraft enter the LSA Market
The PiperSport is the latest LSA on the 
market after Piper put their name behind 
the Czech Sport Aircraft SportCruiser.

The 75th Anniversary of our First Airline
Lloyd Heslop flew to Haast for a historic 
occasion and reports on the event as well as 
his interesting trip getting there. 

Aeromotive Power Delivery
We profile Aeromotive’s Engine Shop, 
capable of  overhauling in excess of  60 
engines per annum.
 
SportAvex and the Tauranga Airshow
Gordon Gibson reports on an informative 
and enjoyable weekend at Tauranga.
 
NZ Warbirds Syndicates
Frank Parker explains various syndication 
options in the NZ Warbirds Association.

Guide to NZ PilotExpo 2010
Our 16 page comprehensive guide to the 
NZ Pilot Expo at Ardmore. Don’t miss it.

Full Motion Flight Simulation in NZ
A full motion Redbird Simulator that has 
been CAA approved for instrument training 
is now available for hire at Ardmore.

FK Lightplanes available in NZ
Two very attractive aircraft from Germany 
are available for demonstration at Tauranga.

Gliding 2499km in 14 hours
NZ Champion Glider Pilot, Terry Delore 
set a new record in December. Jill McCaw 
explains how he did it.

Autogyro Fly-in at Dannevirke
Gordon Gibson reports on the annual NZ 
Autogyro Association gathering.

The Waharoa Rumble
Our own International Aero Model Flying 
Competition held at Waharoa in January. 

Industry News Briefs
Accidents and Incidents 
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KiwiFlyer Event Briefs
ZK Review
KiwiFlyer Guest Comment 
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Free tickets to Warbirds Over Wanaka

KiwiFlyer has several free 
one day passes to Warbirds 

Over Wanaka to give to 
lucky readers. To enter the 
draw, simply write to or 
email us and answer the 

question: What would you 
most like to see in future 

issues of KiwiFlyer?

Email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz or write to us at PO Box 72841, Papakura 2244.
Winners will be drawn on 19th March.
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KiwiFlyer Product Evaluation

For Garmin aera
and all avionics 

enquiries, contact 
South Pacific Avionics

at Ardmore

(09) 298 1373
sales@avionics.co.nz

       

www.avionics.co.nz

Garmin aera: Portable Touch Screen GPS
Thanks to South Pacific Avionics at 
Ardmore, KiwiFlyer recently sampled 
one of  Garmin’s new aera 550 portable 
GPS units for the air and road. 

PORTABLE GPS devices for 
cars are virtually all driven by 
touch screens, as are an increasing 
number of  mobile phones. The 
advantages are many, including 
graphically driven menu systems, 
press and drag map movement 
and (once familiarity is established) 
speed and ease of  use. Comparable 
touch screen technology for the cockpit 
seems overdue by comparison.

Garmin have recently addressed this 
opportunity by releasing the aera range of  
touch screen portable GPS units. Aimed at 
recreational pilots, aera offers an all-in-one 
GPS that includes all the features now 
expected of  an aviation GPS as well as a 
street mode that provides the features and 
familiarity of  Garmin’s nuvi street GPS for 
vehicle navigation. 

Easily swapped between car and aircraft, 
the aera should appeal to touch screen 
enthusiasts who want to upgrade their 
existing portable aviation GPS, as well as 
aviators who haven’t yet succumbed to the 
need for a GPS in their car. Supplied with 
a robust aircraft yoke mount and a separate 
vehicle dashboard friction mount, you can 
land the plane and then switch to street 
mode to navigate to your final destination.

The quality of  air and street navigation 
from a mature provider such as Garmin 
can essentially be taken as a given with all 
expected features present. What is perhaps 
of  more interest is how easily the aera can 
itself  can be navigated with Garmin’s new 
touch screen interface. 

First impressions
There are no buttons (except for on/off) 

and all commands to the unit are by touch 
screen icon and menu selections, or by 
drag and release for map movement. Power 
supply is via an internal battery (lasting up 
to 5 hours depending on backlight use) or 
by cigarette lighter adaptor. 

Extra features available in vehicle mode 
include a hands free Bluetooth mobile 
phone interface and an MP3 player. One 
can’t help from wondering how popular 
the Aera could be if  these features were 
available in aviation mode as well.

I have to admit that until acquiring 
a touch screen phone 12 months ago 

(because I wanted the features that 
came with it rather than the touch 
screen itself), I hadn’t especially 
been a touch screen enthusiast. It 
wasn’t long before I became one 
however. Icon driven menus and 
a larger screen offer much more 
opportunity for intuitive use than 
a limited number of  small buttons 
with tiny labels.

The thing to get used to with 
any touch screen is the ‘feel’ of  
how much pressure and duration 
of  touch is required to activate the 

option being chosen. There can indeed be 
some frustration until the particular ‘touch’ 
required is mastered, but once achieved the 
unit is very easy to use. Garmin have opted 
for a fairly firm touch, undoubtedly to 
help prevent mis-keying in the cockpit and 
this did take a while to adjust to. The trick 
was to turn on the beep response function 
which soon helps to train the user in the 
technique required for fast and frustration 
free usage. It’s well worth practicing this 
at home and will make the aera far more 
pleasant to operate than if  you simply turn 
it on and expect it to respond to whatever 
lightness of  touch you are already used to. 

A nice feature brought about by the 
touch screen technology is the ability to 
touch and drag the map across the screen. 
It has a much more tactile and instant feel 
to it than pressing arrow buttons. Users 
of  phones that have map and internet 
zoom controlled by moving fingers 
apart or together on the screen might be 
disappointed that the aera reverts to touch 
icons for zoom in and out but the former 
is probably more difficult to master in 
the cockpit than you might think. The 
same applies for scroll bars during menu 
selections, where Garmin have in most 
cases instead chosen to retain icons for up 
and down selection.

Something that is very nice, is the ability 
to touch the point of  interest (such as 
airspace or an airfield) to obtain expanded 
information rather than having to move a 
pointer with arrow keys across the screen 
to achieve selection.

Specifications and Models
There are two aera models for New 

Zealand, the 500 and the 550. Both have 
a 4.3” (11cm), 480x272 pixel sunlight 
readable display. External dimensions are 
13.5x8.4x2.3cm and weight is 270gms. GPS 
antennae are internal and the units are also 

Typical track and route display, in this case with 
terrain background shading. Points of interest can be 

selected by touching them on the screen.

The 11cm diagonal 480x272 pixel touch screen 
provides for large buttons and icon driven menus.

The Hamilton arrival page. Note the appearance of 
Info, Frequency and Runway buttons on screen.

The HSI and panel screen.

waterproof  to IPX-7 standard (immersible 
in 1m of  water under defined conditions).

For NZ customers, the 550 model offers 
three advantages over the 500. The first is 
high resolution terrain and obstacle data (9 
arc-second versus 30) providing 11 times 
the display resolution in terrain mode. 
In vehicle mode, the 550 has enhanced 
features such as lane assist, junction view 
and speed limit notification. 
And lastly, the 550 also comes 
with 12 months of  free 
aviation database updates. 
These are all “nice to haves” 
but budget conscious pilots 
are likely to be quite happy 
with the capabilities of  the 500 
model.

Functions for the air
A home screen full of  

icons provides for selection of  display 
options which include map, terrain, HSI/
panel, active flight plan, numbers, nearest, 
waypoint info, direct to, and tools. The 
function selected from this menu will 
usually appear on the screen with four 
sub-menu icons on the right of  the 
display – there are 60 icons in total. I did 
think there might have been a ‘hide icons’ 
function but if  there is, I never found it. 
Navigating around the screens isn’t difficult 
and although slightly different in a couple 
of  cases to the GPSMap495, the aera is 
quickly and intuitively learned (for many 
users, probably without any reference to the 
180 page manual or quick reference guide).

All the normal mapping and airport 
information functions are present and the 
terrain page includes a side profile view 
in the same manner as the GPSMap695. 
When required, alphanumeric data is 
entered via a screen displayed keyboard, 
with autofill helping out for known 
locations. VNAV, direct to, nearest and 
flight planning functions all operate in the 

The terrain page, including side profile view. Terrain 
avoidance includes audio alerts.

normal way. 
Utilities include flight and track logs, 

as well as E6B and weight and balance 
calculators. A simulator mode is also 
available for practicing at home. 

Functions for the road
Switching to automotive mode is a 

simple selection from the home page. The 
same ‘where to’ and ‘view 
map’ interface found on the 
Garmin nuvi range will appear. 
The unit is operated in the 
now standard manner for 
automotive GPS with turn 
by turn voice directions and 
recalculations when required. 
Points of  interest are plentiful 
and lane assist is provided on 
the aera 550 model.

Third party interfaces
Released in December 2009, the aera 

is too new for third parties such as Zaon 
(portable traffic awareness) or Air Gizmo 
(panel docks) to be offering interfaces to 
their products. History suggests that both 
are likely to be developed in the near future 
though (Air Gizmo are inviting presale 
interest via their website). In readiness for 
electronic interfaces, the aera comes with 
separate serial and USB interfaces and is 
TIS (traffic information) capable.

In conclusion
Portable GPS just keeps getting better 

and more affordable (particularly in the 
case of  the aera 500). We expect that 
many purchasers are likely to choose aera 
simply for aviation rather than combined 
automotive use, though if  you fly and 
haven’t got a GPS for the car yet then this 
is probably what you need. Users new to 
touch screens might take a few hours to 
adjust but a little practice at home will turn 
you into a touch screen veteran in no time.

GDU375
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to be available 
later this year

EFD1000
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EFIS and Engine Monitoring into a single
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THINK YOU CAN’T AFFORD A
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20m x 5.5m Power Doors

Large Apron  

Sealed Taxiway

Long Term or Short Term

Corporate Jet Services Limited
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First Tecnam P2008 delivered

The first Tecnam P2008 LSA has been 
delivered to the US. The aircraft combines 
a carbon fibre fuselage with metal wings 
and stabilator. Designed as a Light Sport 
cross country tourer, the P2008 will cruise 
at 120kts, climb at 900fpm and has a stall 
speed of  41kts. Orders for New Zealand 
deliveries are being taken now. See Tecnam 
advertising on page 2 of  this issue for 
contact details. 

Asia Pacific Aerospace expands 
approval for Honeywell LTS101 

Asia Pacific Aerospace (APA) has 
expanded its gas turbine maintenance 
capabilities by attaining EASA part 145 
Approval to repair and maintain Honeywell 
LTS101 Series engines.

The company has invested in people, 
tooling, test equipment and facilities to 
enable this. According to Steve Mason, 
APA Chief  Executive Officer, establishing 
an office in New Zealand and adding the 
LTS101 repair and maintenance capabilities, 
has allowed APA to offer greater support 
to New Zealand and other international 
customers. 

APA’s EASA part 145 approvals for 
the Honeywell LTS101 engine covers 
maintenance inspections, major and minor 
module replacement, engine testing and 
trouble shooting, power assurance and 
vibration analysis.  

Based in Pinkenba, adjacent to the 
Brisbane International Airport, Asia 
Pacific Aerospace is the most modern, 
technological advanced military and 
commercial gas turbine engine repair and 
overhaul facility in Australia. The company 
is a Rolls Royce Authorised Maintenance 
Centre providing support to commercial 
and military operators of  the 250 Series 
powered aircraft, Honeywell LTS101 and 
the Australian Defence Force operated 

It will be only the second time a wing-
walking act has been seen at Wanaka, the 
first was more than twenty years ago at the 
first major airshow in 1988. The Tiger Top 
team displayed then using a de Havilland 
Tiger Moth piloted by Tony Renouf.

Rent a spider for short term tracking 
requirements

Spidertracks now offers a spider rental 
package for anyone who wants to be 
tracked for a specific event. The service was 
set up following frequent enquiries and is 
available for periods up to 3 months. Costs 
are USD199 for the first month including 
750 position points and USD149 for 
subsequent months.

Due to the success of  the subsidised 
offer for spidertrack purchases to date, 
Airways NZ is extending its sponsorship of  
the product for NZ pilots. They will now 
continue to pay for the first six months of  
the spidertrack subscription until October 
2010. The spidertrack special hardware 
price offer comes to an end in February, 
increasing from $1295 to $1495 +gst 
from March.

Down Under Pilot Shop opens at 
Tauranga Airport

Pacific Aero Coatings, based at Tauranga 
Airport, have acquired a Down Under Pilot 
Shop franchise which has begun operating 
from their facility next to the aeroclub at 
Hangar AS1. Owners Kim and Kerri-Anne 
Thompson say that they had been thinking 
about developing a pilot shop on the 
airfield for some time as none previously 
existed, and that taking on a Down Under 
Pilot Shop franchise provided immediate 
access to the most comprehensive range of  
products possible. 

Kim and Kerri-Anne look forward to 
welcoming visitors to their new showroom 
where a large range is stocked and on 
display. Other catalogue items are easily 
available by overnight delivery. Contact 
them on 07 574 2922 or 
email: info@pacificaerocoatings.co.nz
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KiwiFlyer News Briefs

Industry News Briefs
KiwiFlyer welcomes items of  news from companies 
for this section of  the magazine. Send us up to 150 
words and a picture about newsworthy developments 
in your business for inclusion in the next issue.

DH112 Venom to remain in NZ
Following the article in the December 

issue of  KiwiFlyer, the Ardmore based 
DH112 Venom has been sold. Local 
enthusiasts will be pleased to know that the 
aircraft will remain in New Zealand after 
being returned to service in the near future.

Pipistrel conclude most successful year
Despite the recession, Pipistrel have 

recorded 2009 as their most successful 
year, increasing production and sales by 
50% and adding 11 new employees to their 
staff  of  60. There are now more than 300 
aircraft flying from the Sinus-Virus family 
and more than 50 from the Taurus family. 
www.lightsportaircraft.co.nz for more 
information.

Airways - Flying Green
Airways has developed technology 

to significantly reduce carbon emissions 
and save airline costs. Airways Capacity 
Management Specialist, Chris McGaw says 
that “Other countries are now looking to 
us for leadership on how to implement the 
technology in their part of  the world and in 
doing so, make a significant contribution to 
the global environment”.

The new technology being referred to 
is Collaborative Arrivals Manager (CAM), 
a tool that enables airlines to jointly agree 
on priority flights and re-schedule their 
services by matching demand to capacity 
at New Zealand’s three main trunk 
airports. “CAM enables airlines to work 
collaboratively together – and with Airways 
– to schedule departures and arrivals to 
avoid congestion. Airlines can now move 
their aircraft around to best suit their fleet 
and their customers’ needs.  The result is 
reduced fuel consumption and greenhouse 
gas emissions because holding patterns in 
the air and engine idling on the ground are 

significantly reduced” says Mr McGaw. 
He estimates that in 2009, across 

the total NZ fleet (comprising Air New 
Zealand, Pacific Blue and Jet Star) CAM 
has contributed to $15 million in fuel 
savings and reduced CO² emissions by 32 
million kilos.

“CAM is another example of  Airways 
developing technology in partnership with 
our airline customers. There were existing 
products on the world market, but they 
were over-engineered and expensive. We 
needed to develop a solution that would 
suit the local market and which the airlines 
could afford. So that’s what we did.”

CEO Appointment at CTC Aviation
Global airline pilot training company, 

CTC Aviation Group plc, has announced 
Ian Calvert’s appointment to Chief  
Executive Officer (CEO) of  the company’s 
New Zealand operation based in Hamilton. 

Captain Calvert started with the 
company in 2003 as the company’s Chief  
Instructor.  He progressed into the position 
of  Chief  Operating Officer in 2005 and 
most recently held the position of  Acting 
Chief  Executive following the retirement 
of  CEO, John Jones, in May this year.

Captain Calvert was appointed to the 
Board of  Directors of  CTC Aviation 
Training (NZ) Limited in 2005. 

Kannad Compact Universal 406 Beacon

Kannad have released a new 406AF 
Compact Extended Range beacon. Costs 
to retrofit from 121.5MHz beacons are 
very low due to use of  existing cables and 
a universal mounting bracket with drilling 
compatible with all existing ELTs. From 
Aviation Safety Supplies. Ph 09 420 6079.

Japanese Zero coming to NZ for
Warbirds Over Wanaka

A rare Japanese Zero fighter will be the 
star attraction at the Warbirds Over Wanaka 
International airshow this Easter. The 
nimble fighter is expected to attract aircraft 
enthusiasts from far and wide as there are 
only three airworthy examples in the world.

The aircraft is being transported from 
the United States in a special container 
and will be assembled at Wanaka Airport.  
The announcement of  its appearance here 
follows months of  delicate negotiations 
with the aircrafts’ owners.

“We are absolutely thrilled to have this 
unique aircraft as the centre piece to this 
year’s airshow,” said Mandy Deans, Event 
Manager of  Warbirds Over Wanaka.

The Mitsubishi Zero fighter is one of  
the World War II classic fighter planes and 
was feared by Allied airmen in the Pacific.  
It was designed by Jiro Horikoshi and 
when it was introduced into service was the 
best carrier-based fighter in the world.  Its 
design combined excellent manoeuvrability 
and very long range. 

Japanese Zeros were used in the 
raid on Pearl Harbour and later it was 
utilised for kamikaze operations.  In all 
eleven thousand Zeros were produced 
between 1940 and 1945. Today a few exist 
in museums around the world but it is 
believed only two still remain flying. 

In September 1945 the RNZAF 
recovered a Zero at Bougainville and 
after shipping to New Zealand it was 
only flown once from Woodbourne.  It is 
now exhibited in the Auckland Museum, 
therefore this will be only the second time a 
Zero has flown in New Zealand.

In other Warbirds Over Wanaka news, 
organisers have announced the appearance 
of  German wing-walker Peggy Krainz who 
will perform in a display involving a ten 
minute flight with the plane travelling at 
between 130kmphr and 240kmphr, doing 
loops, turns and rolls. For takeoff  and 
landing Peggy sits in the cockpit. During 
the display she moves up on the wing and 
between the left wings. Communication 
with her pilot is by hand signals and she is 
attached to the aircraft by a thin safety line. 
A rack is erected on the plane’s upper wing 
but between the left wings Peggy relies on 
muscular strength alone to stay put.

Asahari “Fred” Fujimoto

TracPlus Global to provide Firefighting 
integration services in Australia

NZ company TracPlus Global has been 
selected by the National Aerial Firefighting 
Centre (NAFC) in Australia to provide 
tracking integration services for national 
aerial firefighting operations in Australia for 
the next four years.

Aircraft operators will still be able to 
choose their own tracking equipment and 
service providers according to specific 
needs, with the TracPlus integration 
systems providing an ability for many 
different fire agencies to get data when 
they want it and in the form they need 
it. Richard Alder, General Manager of  
NAFC says that “The improvements in 
communication and coordination will 
greatly help sharing of  aircraft between 
agencies to help deal with the disastrous 
fire events we have faced in recent years.” 
He explains that NAFC has chosen an 
integrated data approach rather than 
appointing just one tracking provider, “to 
give aircraft operators a much better range 
of  options for participation and to take 
advantage of  systems and equipment that 
is already in place”. TracPlus is now in 
discussions with firefighting authorities in 
California and Canada.

WE OFFER YOU 
EXPERIENCE TO DO IT 

- THE RIGHT WAY
- THE EASY WAY 
- THE FIRST TIME

Award Winning Fabric
Covering and Finish System

USA

Supplying FAA Approved

l Aircraft Paints
     and Primers

l Fabric, Tapes and
     Accessories

l Instructional Training            
     and Workshops
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PIPER AIRCRAFT Company has just 
announced their entry into the fast growing 
global Light Sport Aircraft (LSA) market 
with the first appearance of  the PiperSport 
at the US Sport Aviation Expo in Seibring, 
Florida.

The aircraft is already very well known 
to many aviators in its previous guise as the 
Czech Sport Aircraft built “SportCruiser”. 
The two companies have a 
licensing agreement which will 
see PiperSport deliveries into 
the US begin in April.   

Piper spent considerable time 
evaluating many LSA aircraft 
on the market. Putting their 
name behind the SportCruiser 
is a clear demonstration of  
how impressed they were with 
the aircraft. The undeniably 
attractive SportCruiser is already 
a well proven and appointed 
aircraft, with a strong following 
around the world.

Piper CEO Kevin Gould 
says that “Piper’s heritage dates 
from what was one of  the 
original LSA aircraft of  its time: 
the venerable Piper Cub… Consequently, 
Piper is in many ways returning to a market 
segment we played an integral role in 
inventing.” 

The new range
With the Piper range extending from 

trainers to high performance business jets, 
the company no doubt sees the PiperSport 
as providing an enticing entry point to the 
brand for new customers.

 Three models have been presented 
to the US market. These are the standard 
PiperSport, the LT which has upgraded 
options for the training arena, and the 
highly specified LTD model with Dynon 
flight display and auto-pilot.

 This is a global program for Piper, 
with New Zealand based SportCruiser 
dealer Aerosport Aviation Limited 
now a representative of  the PiperSport 
brand. Anton Meier, Chief  Executive of  
Aerosport Aviation is delighted with the 
move, noting that “It now gives the aircraft 
the credibility and recognition that it always 
deserved”. He adds that “I have always 
believed in and enjoyed operating such an 
honest aircraft that the SportCruiser was. 
To have the Piper name endorsing that 
confirms this belief  which is also echoed by 
our many happy SportCruiser Customers.”

Piper’s backing can only enhance buyer 
confidence with the aircraft warranty 
already lifted from 200 to 500 hours 
or from 2 to 5 years. There will also 
be an ongoing development program 
for the aircraft as well as greater long 
term maintenance support. Significantly 
increased global marketing and awareness 
can be expected and Anton says that buyers 

can also have more confidence in the 
long term residual value of  their aircraft 
when making the investment into a new 
PiperSport.

 
A history of Aerosport Aviation

The success of  Aerosport Aviation 
(located near Hamilton), and the 
SportCruiser in New Zealand and more 
recently in Australia sees Aerosport 
distribution of  the PiperSport extended 
to Australia as well. This is just reward for 
Anton’s promotional efforts over the last 
six years, where a great many people have 
had the opportunity to see, sit in, or fly 
the SportCruiser at airshows and fly-ins 
throughout the country.

Aerosport Aviation was in fact the 
launch customer for the SportCruiser. 
Anton says that at first sight, he knew the 
aircraft was right and he ordered the very 
first SportCruiser produced. Czech Aircraft 
Works then borrowed it to fly to the UK 
for the SportCruiser debut at an airshow  
there, before returning to the Czech 
Republic and shipping it to New Zealand 
just in time for the local airshow season. 
ZK-CZR was shortly thereafter purchased 
by Alistair Hart of  Motueka Recreational 
Flight Training and now has some 750 hrs 
of  service in flight training without any 

unplanned time out of  the sky.
 The new PiperSport was presented by 

Aerosport Aviation just days ago at the 
Tauranga Airshow. Anton reports that 
news of  the Piper alliance was welcomed 
by all SportCruiser owners who visited the 
PiperSport stand and also met with strong 
approval from prospective customers.

 Anton is proud to say that “We have an 
extensive history, knowledge and 
experience of  this aircraft and 
have seen it all the way through. 
We worked with Czech Aircraft 
Works on the development of  
the SportCruiser following our 
experience with the aircraft that 
were flying in New Zealand. 
We saw the changeover of  the 
manufacturing to Czech Sport 
Aircraft which was a turbulent 
time in the company’s history 
and we stayed with them 
because of  our trust and belief  
in such a good product. For us 
to now see Piper Aircraft add its 
name to this great aircraft makes 
our enduring efforts towards the 
product feel very worthwhile.”

 
For more information

Contact Anton Meier at Aerosport 
Aviation on 07 829 5940 or 021 289 5999 
email: anton@aerosport.co.nz     
www.aerosport.co.nz or www.piper.com

Piper Aircraft enter LSA market

The new PiperSport LSA will be recognisable to many aviators as the
Czech Sport Aircraft SportCruiser for which Piper have entered a licencing

agreement to develop, distribute and support. 

New marketing speaks of Piper’s development 
heritage for the “original LSA of its time”, 

the venerable PIper Cub.

We offer services for:

Importing and Sourcing

Japanese logbook translation

Business Development Advice

Introduction and Liaison

Contact: Yasuo Ariyama    email: yasuo@jnzac.com    www.jnzac.com
Ph: (NZ) 021 0295 6315       Ph: (Japan) +8180 4045 1689

KiwiFlyer is published every two months and
delivered free to every aircraft operator and 
aviation document holding business in New 
Zealand. Other persons are welcome to 
subscribe for only $25 incl gst (6 issues).

Make your cheque out to Kiwi Flyer Limited 
and post with this coupon to Kiwi Flyer 
Subscriptions, PO Box 72-841, Papakura 2244.

Or fax with your VISA or Mastercard details 
to (09) 929 3079. KiwiFlyer uses Paymate to 
process credit card transactions. Please note 
that your payment will appear on your credit 
card statement as a payment to “Paymate”.

Or subscribe online: www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Thanks for your support of our publication !

Subscribe to KiwiFlyer Magazine today ! 
Name:

Address:

Phone:Post Code:

Name on Card:

VISA or M/C:

Expires: /

Please charge $25 to my

Email:
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KiwiFlyer Avsure Insurance Feature

Recent Accident and Incident Reports provided courtesy of Avsure Insurance
Premium
Trends

AVIATION Consumer recently reported 
that aircraft owners and operators that had 
been in the business for a while must agree, 
that for most of  us insurance premiums 
have never been lower. Ironically, the Twin 
Tower attacks had more than a little to do 
with this situation. Immediately following 
9/11 and the early mid 2000’s, insurance 
rates increased quite dramatically. This 
resulted in significant underwriting profit 
increases which in turn attracted new 
underwriters into the market hungry for 
a piece of  the action.  As new entrants 
came on board, the existing “long term” 
insurers were forced to lower prices or lose 
business.

Over subsequent years the trend has 
continued and in addition to price 
decreases, underwriters also relaxed some 
of  the previous “hard-line” underwriting 
conditions.

Furthermore, in times of  high interest 
rates, insurers earn income by investing 
premiums before they have to pay it 
on to the reinsurers so, irrespective of  
underwriting losses, sometimes insurers 
still return profits because of  the interest 
income.

General aviation premium income is 
only a drop in the bucket compared to 
the premiums derived from airlines and 
aircraft manufacturers. Even with the 
global economic downturn and low interest 
rates, aviation premiums have remained 
fairly static but there are signs that airline 
premiums are showing evidence of  
increases and one or two general aviation 
underwriters are introducing moderate 
increases.

For the time being however, there is no 
need to panic. Compared to the volatile 
price of  avgas, insurance premiums 
hopefully will remain constant, for the 
immediate / medium future.

For more information or to enquire about 
insurance for your aircraft, contact 
Bill Beard at Avsure on 09 298 8206.

Contributed by Bill Beard

Type:  Cessna 152   NPN
Location: Hawera POB: 2
Operation: Private Other Injuries: Nil
Date:  6 November 2009 
Report: On their third run in the aero club 

bombing competition, NPN flew off  target 
and dropped its “bomb” onto C172 EOS, 
which was waiting at a holding point. EOS 
suffered damage to the skin, rib and stringer 
on its right wing.

Type:  Yakovlev Yak-52  LIZ
Location: Waiheke POB: 2
Operation: Private Other Injuries: Nil
Date:  30 December 2009 
Report: Gusting cross wind affected the 

aircraft’s performance on approach resulting 
in heavy landing. 

Type:  Tecnam P96 Golf   EHG
Location: Thames POB: 2
Operation: Private Other Injuries: Nil
Date:  15 January 2010  
Report: Aircraft was taking off  when it 

was seen to climb for a brief  period before 
landing heavily on its wheels left of  the 
runway. The aircraft continued into a drain 
where it incurred substantial damage to the 
nose landing gear and nose section.

Type:  Bill Sharpe Special  NUN
Location: Greymouth POB: 1
Operation: Private Other Injuries: Nil
Date:  15 January 2010  
Report: The gyrocopter crashed into a 

field near Greymouth.

Type:  Robinson R22 Alpha  HUF
Location: Motiti Island POB: 4
Operation: Trans Pax A-B Injuries: Nil
Date:  21 January 2009  
Report: Landing over run at Motiti Island.

Type:  Cessna 172K  WGE
Location: Hope River Mouth POB: 1
Operation: Not declared Injuries: Nil
Date:  24 January 2009  
Report: Helicopter ditched in the surf  line. Note: Accidents and Incidents are selected from the CAA website

and are provided for information only. Accuracy is not guaranteed. 
Please refer to CAA website for full briefs.

Type:  Airborne XTS-912  XTS
Location: Waiheke Island POB: 1
Operation: Private Other Injuries: Nil
Date:  17 December 2009 
Report: Aircraft suffered an engine 

failure and a forced landing was initiated. 
The aircraft landed short of  the intended 
aerodrome and crashed into the side of  a 
house.

Type:  Pacific Aerospace Cresco  LTA
Location: Te Araroa POB: 1
Operation: Agricultural        Injuries: Minor
Date:  17 December 2009   
Report: Aircraft was spreading lime and 

reportedly struck an object shortly after 
takeoff. Aircraft crashed upside down next 
to a road. Pilot was trapped in wreckage and 
sustained minor injuries.

Type:  Arion Lightning  TDT
Location: Hamilton      POB: 1
Operation: Private Other Injuries: Nil
Date:  18 December 2009 
Report: Aircraft climbed to approx 10ft 

before veering to the right, descended and 
impacted the ground on the edge of  the 
runway.

Type:  Sigma-4  JRC
Location: Okarito  POB: 2
Operation: Training Dual Injuries: Nil
Date:  21 December 2009 
Report: Student pilot attempted to get 

airborne with insufficient airspeed. The 
aircraft left the ground but had insufficient 
airspeed to climb and landed hard.

Type:  Enstrom F-28C  IPJ
Location: Takaka  POB: 1
Operation: Private Other Injuries: Nil
Date:  31 December 2009 
Report: Heavy landing in a paddock 

resulting from autorotation following a 
possible clutch failure.

See us at 

Warbirds Over

Wanaka 2010 

Hangar 8

Stand 4
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Kiwi Flyer Aviation Event Guide
February 17th-18th 2010
Safety Management Systems
At Queenstown. The AIA are hosting a 
SMS Symposium with key international 
speakers and workshops to develop 
implementation tools and metrics in 
areas of  auditing, safety management and 
investigation. www.aia.org.nz

February 20th-21th 2010
Annual Vintage Aircraft Fly-in 
At Old Mandeville Airfield. Enquiries to 
croydon.aircraft@esi.co.nz

February 27th 2010
Parakai Airfield Annual Open Day 
Contact Vern Booth 09 411 8699 or email: 
vernon-booth@xtra.co.nz

February 27th-28th 2010
Central Hawkes Bay Aero Club
75th Jubilee
At Waipukurau. Open day on Sat 27th. 
Contingency day 28th. Be there by 10am. 
Wide variety of  aircraft visiting - vintage, 
microlights, rotor wing, agricultural, 
military. BBQ Saturday evening. Contact 
Secretary 06 856 6852, E: info@
chbaeroclub.co.nz. www.chbaeroclub.co.nz

March 6th 2010
Mercury Bay Shell 2010 Airshow
At Whitianga with a backup day of  Sunday 
7th. Contact John Stephenson 07 866 5128 
or email: jhs@xtra.co.nz

March 6th 2010
Jabiru Fly-in at Foxpine
All Jabiru enthusiasts are invited to attend 
NZ’s first Jabiru Fly-in at Foxpine Airpark 
at Foxton on Saturday 6th March. The 
event will include a spot landing, BBQ 
lunch, scenic tour of  the local area and an 
evening meal. Contact Craig on 021 227 
7083 or email: willowbrook@inspire.net.nz

March 12th-14th 2010
Gyro Fly-in Weekend at Murchison
ALL aircraft are welcome to this annual 
fly-in at Murchison, organised by Nelson 
gyro enthusiasts. Dinner on Saturday night 
and BBQ breakfast on Sunday morning. 
Much to explore and mountain flying 
opportunities nearby. Arrive on Friday for 
planned flying activites on the weekend. 
Camping on airfield or accommodation 
10 minutes walk away. Please advise if  
planning to attend. Contact Jan 027 451 
2497 or email: j.aberhart@heslops.co.nz 

March 12th-13th 2010
PilotExpo Ardmore
The now annual PilotExpo event at 
Ardmore. See the guide in this issue. More 
information fromwww.pilotexpo.co.nz

March 13th 2010
Matamata Airshow and Family Carnival
Everything for Mum, Dad and the kids 
on Saturday 13th March at Matamata. 
Attractions include Plane and Helicopter 
rides, Warbirds, Tiger Moths, Yaks, Gyros, 
Sky Diving, Glider trial flights, Model 
aircraft displays, Demonstration flying, 
Topdressing display, Music, Crafts, Culture, 
Fashion, Food, Wine and much more. 
Information from www.matamata-airshow.
co.nz or phone Peter Ryan 027 494 2537

March 19th-21st 2010
Recreational Aircraft Association of NZ
National Rally
At Stratford. The major RAANZ event of  
the year. Trade stands available. Contact 
Nick Furmage at Stratford Sportflyers 
06 762 8662 or 027 561 1518 or email: 
bigsky4394@gmail.com Follow www.
raanz.org.nz/wiki/pmwiki.php for more 
information.

March 23rd-1st April 2010
Flying NZ Air Safari
Starting from Ardmore, this major event 
finishes in Queenstown in time for 
Warbirds over Wanaka. 70+ aircraft of  all 
types are expected to participate. For more 
information visit www.flyingnz.co.nz or 
contact Liz King, e: lizking@clear.net.nz

March 27th-28th 2010
Waikato Microlight Club 
Annual Family Open Day
At Collins Road, Hamilton. This is a family 
orientated day that is an opportunity for the 
club to show the public what recreational 
aviation is all about. Introductory flights 
will be available. Other attractions include 
Freestyle Motocross, Model aircraft, 
Vintage machinery, Ford Model A cars and 
kids attractions. Contact Gavin for more 
information email: g.mbrown@kinect.co.nz 
or keep an eye on the club website www.
wmlc.co.nz as the date gets closer.

April 2nd-4th 2010
Warbirds over Wanaka Airshow
The biennial highlight of  the NZ warbird 
calendar and a world class airshow. More 
info from www.warbirdsoverwanaka.com

April 10th 2010
NZ Open Helicopter Championships
At Whitianga. Team competitions in a 
variety of  helicopter flying skill exercises. 
Now recognised by the FAI CIG and on 
the world stage. In World Games format 
including the bottle opening event this 
offers maximum fun for participants and 
spectators alike. More information from 
Roy Crane 09 426 8748 or 021 340 654.

April 10th-11th 2010
Whitianga Festival of Speed
The second Whitianga Festival of  Speed 
includes the NZ Open Helicopter Champs, 
Offshore powerboat racing, Aerobatic 
displays, Motorcycle stunt riding, a Wings 
and Wheels display, Car racing and much 
more. Markets, food, and fun for the family. 
More details from www.whitiangafos.com

June 4th-7th 2010
NZ Women in Aviation
At Tauranga. A long weekend of  flying 
and friendship to celebrate our 50 years. 
All former members please contact Judy 
Costello. Ph 09 292 4712, 
email raynjudy@actrix.co.nz

ASL Camguard is a high 
performance additive 
that addresses the 
problems of corrosion, 
wear, deposits and seal 
degradation in piston 
engines. Approved for 
use in all Lycoming, 
Continental and Franklin 
horizontally opposed 
engines (turbocharged 
engine acceptance 
pending). Rated “Top 
Oil Choice” by Aviation 
Consumer 2008 
Gear Of The Year. Phone 
or email us for more 
information and pricing.

Contact Ryan Southam on
027 318 7934 or a/h (03) 208 4567 
email: info@criticalangle.co.nz
www.criticalangle.co.nz

Spend a get-away weekend on Slipper Island 
Chalets - Lodge - Private sandy beaches - Kayaks

Tie Downs and Moorings available. Phone 07 864 7560 
or 021 776 977. Email: slipperisland@bordernet.co.nz

www.slipper.co.nz
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New Years Day at 
Athbey Farm

THE WORLD’S first aviation event in 
the new year was once again hosted by 
Feilding based Manawatu Microlight Club 
on Athbey Farm airstrip 4nm NE of  
Woodville. This internationally recognised 
first in the New Year event, (well you 
can’t miss with New Zealand being on 
the international date line), again attracted 
many types of  aircraft from throughout 
NZ, from the basic microlight Drifter type 
through to an ex Canadian air force DH 
Chipmunk and RV10. 

Two first of  types were noted, on 
practice day a Pitts special and on day 
proper a Zenair CH 200. With marginal 
weather conditions, a large number of  
pilots and enthusiasts chose to drive.  

Following lunch, Club President Ed 
Evenbly asked for a minutes silence to 
remember our colleague Stephen Chubb 
who tragically lost his life in an accident 
recently. Stephen was a regular at many 
fly-ins on Athbey strip and other club 
functions. 

Prizes awarded were; 1st to arrive 
Neil Colliver RVT, furthest travelled 
Bruce McLellan MIJ, most unusual 
arrival Ian Heappey MMP. Some of  the 
aircraft arriving in the breezy conditions 
can be viewed on www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zoUCNwHnB8 or www.
manawatumicrolightclub.org.nz . The club 
website also lists Athbey Farm airstrip 
under Athol’s Strip for those who haven’t 
already visited. Time to make that diary 
note for New Years Day 1/1/11.

Lloyd Heslop travelled by autogyro from Nelson 
to attend celebrations at Haast for the 75th 
anniversary of  New Zealand’s first commercial 
airline. Getting there became an adventure in itself.

WE WERE AT Lake Station at the end of  
the Nelson Aero Club Brass Monkey Rally 
(Sept 2009) when Peter Locke mentioned 
a commemoration fly-in at Haast for the 
75th anniversary of  New Zealand’s first 
commercial airline to be held in December. 
The Haast was preparing for over 100 craft, 
300 people and extensive memorabilia 
documenting an exciting time in New 
Zealand’s aviation history.

All of  these events depend heavily on 
favourable weather and this weekend wasn’t 
looking too good, however, if  we left early 
enough, we thought it would be okay. Our 
route was via Hokitika for the night, then 
onto Haast the next day. 

Leaving Nelson Airport on Thursday 
17th, we climbed out turning south via 
Murchison/Inangahua. Cloud enveloped 
the very tops of  the Victoria ranges but 
it was still looking fine. We arrived to fine 
weather in Hokitika with a light southerly 
breeze at around 7.30pm. Three hours and 
ten minutes from Nelson.

Hanger space found us privileged to be 
in the company of  some of  the original 
De Havilland aircraft that formed the first 
commercial fleet. Quite a crowd of  people 
had gathered at Hokitika for the event, 
eventually progressing to the Hokitika Aero 
Club to be fed and watered.

I decided we should go early the next 
day and the others who had commitments 
until the afternoon would come down later 
in the day meeting us in Haast.

The trip had been smooth and very 
enjoyable with a cloud base of  around 2000 
feet and a light northerly tail wind. We had 
been in the air for about 90 minutes when 
the coast line changed from beaches to 
steep bluffs and rocks out around Knights 
Point. I noticed the odd shower out to sea 
but on approaching the Paringa River, the 
showers had moved inland, obstructing a 
clear view south. 

We decided it was time to find 
somewhere to land and wait. On turning, 
out of  nowhere we experienced severe 
turbulence with winds up to 80 mph, over 
not very friendly territory. We headed up 
the Paringa River, where we landed on 
some flats along the river bank dodging the 
usual debris. 

It wasn’t long before heavy rain arrived 
and persisted which gave us time to study 

the map and figure out that the nearest 
road was a 10 km walk up a river bed in 
the rain - not a very welcoming thought. 
We checked out a possible take off  path 
to ensure it was clear, with the only 
obstruction being long wet grass.  

The showers were coming and going. By 
this time, both Dave (co-pilot) and I were 
saturated and had positioned the gyro at 
the furthest end of  the grass into wind. We 
had prepared for takeoff  only to be delayed 
with another shower and more waiting. 20 
minutes later the weather cleared again. We 
were pre-rotating when two Cessna’s, a 180 

and 185 appeared and after contacting them 
on the radio they informed us that “it’s ok, 
25 knots, northerly, clear to Haast”. They 
asked if  we wanted them to wait for us to 
get airborne. Affirmative! 

We cranked up the pre-rotator to 180 
rpm and applied full power. The prevailing 
wind aided rotor speed but long grass was 
creating huge drag preventing desirable 
acceleration. We were committed, fly or 
swim. We burst off  the river bank into the 
air and climbed to 800 ft at the river mouth, 
most relieved to land at Haast.

On arrival we were directed into the 
aircraft parking area with only seven other 
machines plus the Dominie and Fox Moth 
being sheltered by a curtain sided truck as 
protection from the prevailing 35kt winds.

That evening at the Haast Hotel we 
viewed footage of  early days presented 
by Gavin Grimmer. Saturday dawned 
windy and wet. In between the showers, 
locals turned out to set up stalls complete 
with the original ticket office boasting 
the first set of  scales. Graeme McConnell 
was within talking to Tim Wallis and 
remembering old times. 

The memorial plaque to mark the 
occasion was unveiled at noon by Kerry 
Eggeling under a specially erected cover to 
protect them from heavy West Coast rain.  

During the evening many aviators who 
were unable to fly to the event drove to 
Haast to attend the memorial dinner held 
in a marquee holding 300 guests. We were 
entertained by speeches from Sir Tim 
Wallis, the Mayor of  Westland, Maureen 
Pugh and West Coast MP Chris Auchinvole 
followed by a lively auction of  aviation 
memorabilia. The evening was topped off  
with music from a local performer. 

Sunday 20th – It was hoped to have 
local flights in the vintage aircraft. The Fox 
Moth and the Dragonfly from Hokitika 
attempted to land but had to divert to 
Mussel Point. Unfortunately due to strong 
wind, only the Fox Moth managed to land 
with the Dragonfly continuing south to 
land at Wanaka. The only other aircraft to 
arrive after Friday afternoon was a Hughes 
500 on Saturday morning from Wanaka.

Monday 21st – The weather had 
improved so that a 6am start saw us track 
home for Nelson arriving around midday. 
In spite of  the weather and only 8 craft 
managing to make it, we had an amazing 
time and it was a privilege to be a part of  
such a historic New Zealand celebration. 

Contributed by Athol Sowry

The 75th Anniversary of NZ’s First Commercial Airline 
Contributed by Lloyd Heslop

Scenes from Athbey farm on New Year’s Day.

Waiting by the river for rain to pass.

The weekend dawned wetter than wet.

Just a handful of brave aircraft made it to Haast.

Over 300 guests arrived for the memorial dinner.

The memorial plaque unveiled by Kerry Eggeling.

Contact: Brett Sanders
Bus: 9 299 9442
Fax: 9 299 9458
Mobile: 021 748 984
Address: 168 Kittyhawk Lane,
Ardmore Airport, Auckland For your aviation solution and pricing contact:

Ryan Southam on 027 318 7934 or a/h (03) 208 4567 
email: info@criticalangle.co.nz   www.criticalangle.co.nz

NZ Distributor for:
TL Elektronic - Top of the line digital instrumentation 
 and EFIS/EMS.
ASL Camguard - Advanced engine oil supplement 
 rated “ Top oil choice” by Aviation Consumer 
 2008 Gear of the year
The Cobra by UmeVoice - The World’s best noise 

cancelling technology
Miracle Antenna - Power regulation and antenna 

technology 
Falcon Headsets - Affordable ANR and PNR

Aviation  Technology  Specialists
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Aeromotive Power Delivery
OVERHAUL of  the power-plant is 
generally the largest expense an operator 
is likely to face during the lifetime of  the 
aircraft.

Aeromotive caters for the widest range 
of  general aviation piston engines currently 
flying in New Zealand with a facility at 
Hamilton headed by Gregg  Mundell 
and a further comprehensively equipped 
shop in Timaru headed by Terry Wilson. 
Collectively they are responsible for 
overseeing a large proportion of  the 
active GA fleet in the country and 
further afield into the Pacific with 
increasing enquiries from the broader 
Asian market.

The Hamilton facility has a 
comprehensive firewall forward 
capability, with the engine shop as its 
core and peripheral bays accounting for 
stripping, inspection – both visual and 
NDT, electrical , fuel and stores for all 
engine components.

Engine Shop Manager Gregg 
Mundell explains, “Our normal scope 
of  operation covers overhaul of  the 
Textron Lycoming O-235, O-320/360 
through to the IO-540 series engines. 
We still see the occasional IO-720 
though. In the Teledyne Continental 
(TCM) range the most common items 
range from the older C90, O-200 
and more recent IO-240 and O-470 
series through to the GTSIO-520. 
Capability also still exists for a number 
of  the more rare big TCM O-550 
series engines. Broadly we see three 
Lycomings pass through the shop to 
every TCM engine.”

“Annual overhaul capacity is in excess 
of  60 engines and we also see a fair amount 
of  remedial work related to prop strike or 
component failure. An extra feature is that 
cracked crankcases and cylinder remedial 
work can be attended to by our compatriot 
company Engine Components situated on 
the other side of  the field.”

Dedicated Test Cell
The jewel in Aeromotive’s crown is 

having onsite the only dedicated engine 
test cell in the country. The test cell has 
for the past 15 years provided a controlled 
environment for all test purposes with 
one of  its biggest advantages being that it 
is located within the workshop core floor 
area. Not only can engines easily be test 
run and calibrated following overhaul but 
component testing can be undertaken 

during an actual engine run prior to 
refitting to the aircraft. There’s no need for 
a test flight to ascertain correct operation.

The Hamilton team’s accumulated 
experience delivers a product that is hard to 
beat. Gregg Mundell has spent almost 30 
years within the engine shop and he is ably 

assisted by John Williams who adds his 25 
years plus to the total. Core stripping and 
assembly tasks are handled by Matt Cox 
and Steve Calvert. The associated accessory 
bays contribute their personnel when 
necessary. 

While customers can have their 
incumbent engine overhauled and returned 
to the aircraft, either by the Aeromotive 
workshop or their own service workshop, 
the company does maintain a large pool of  
exchange engines for a faster turnaround.  

“For private operators or commercial 
operations where the aircraft is scheduled 
to be out of  the air for an extended 
maintenance visit, the current turnaround 
time for an engine which exhibits no 
surprises during the process is on average 
10 working days”, Gregg said.

For those where an exchange will offer 
the minimum time out of  the air, the job 
time falls to two or three days. Gregg 
notes that this is an area that fits both 
Aeromotive and the aircraft operator. The 
more common Lycoming O-320, O-360 
and O-540 series engines are popular 

exchange items and Aeromotive are 
continually seeking suitable cores to add 
to their pool of  both fixed wing and 
helicopter variants.

Benefits offered
When comparing competitive 

services, it pays to take into account the 
extras on offer that often lead to time 
and cost savings. In Aeromotive’s favour 
are the following:
• The test cell offers the opportunity 

to test an overhauled engine in a 
controlled environment and to provide a 
range of  test run data to the operator.
• A comprehensive stores operation 

within the complex enables components 
to be sourced directly.
• The on-field capability of  Engine 

Components for both cylinder and 
crankcase remedial work are perhaps 
their least known attribute. Engine 
Components have the capability to 
separate head from barrel. This very 
useful item of  expertise offers a cost 
effective way of  reworking a cylinder 
where the barrel is OK and the head is 
cracked. Aeromotive carries on hand an 
extensive range of  part life barrels and 
heads.
• Its personnel experience which 

includes regular OEM training. As this 
issue goes to press Gregg Mundell 

will have completed a factory course with 
Textron Lycoming at Williamsport.  

To keep ahead of  the game there are 
a number of  initiatives planned and in 
progress to increase the quality of  service 
to operators of  engines overhauled by 
Aeromotive. The core product already 
exceeds the grade and the next step is to 
build on this through further identified 
quality improvements. These will be 
covered in depth as they are announced 
throughout the year.

More information
For more information on tailoring a 

maintenance or overhaul programme to 
suit your needs contact: Brett Puddle at 
Aeromotive. Phone 07 843 3199 or 
email: brett.puddle@aeromotive.co.nz

Engine shop manager Gregg Mundell completes paperwork 
records for a TCM engine prior to running in the Test Cell.

A Lycoming O-320 has just completed a carburettor change. 
John Williams writes up the Test Cell report card.

helicopter maintenance limited

celebrating 30 years of maintaining working helicopters

Phone Roger at HELISPECS
on 027 498 2812 to discuss

all your helicopter requirements

or email: heli.specs@hotmail.com

HELISPRAY  by  HELISPECS
the originator of the carbon fibre boom concept

for AS350 B2, B3, 
and Super C
l 1000 litre capacity with 
room for foaming l Belly 
tank incorporating simple one 
person installation and removal 
l Forward mounted carbon 
fibre booms l Optional light 
weight carbon fibre tank 
l Single boom isolation option 
l Accurate, pressure operated 
contents gauge in pilot’s 
console l Dump doors open 
and close from pilot’s controls 
for fire fighting and partial 
load dumps l Designed by 
Operators for Operators 
l Competitively priced 
l Buy NZ made

l Lightweight, 72kg with 4hp 
Honda l Low mass oscillation 
absorbing carbon fibre booms 
l All stainless / carbon fibre 
construction means zero 
corrosion l Fast and simple 
installation and removal 
l Single boom isolation option

for Robinson R44

R44 BAGGAGE PODS by HELISPECS

l 220 litres capacity per pod 
l Light weight - each pod only 
weighs 14kg l 250lb structural 
load per pod l Vented for 
animal carriage l Removable 
drain bung for cleaning l 
Simple 30 second installation 
or removal l Elegant design 
and excellent functionality

HELIPOWER  by  HELISPECS
Battery Installation for Bell 206, AS350, MD369C,D,E,F,530F,600N

l Maintenance free sealed lead acid batteries 
l Light weight - 15lb saving over conventional lead acid battery 

l 16 amp hours (typical NiCad is only 13 amp hours l Improved starting 
l Initial installation $1800+gst  l Replacement batteries $700+gst

HELISPECS
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FOR Waitangi weekend 2010, the biennial SportAvex fly-in event 
of  the Sport Aircraft Association was marketed on one hand as 
SportAvex for sport flyers and on the other hand as the Tauranga 
City Airshow, the latter being organised by Classic Flyers NZ who 
also own and operate the Aircraft Museum and Conference Centre 
at Tauranga Airport.

Classic Flyers CEO Andrew 
Gormlie said before the event; 
“We are confident that, with the 
support of  the Tauranga City 
Airshow branding, this event 
will grow into a major biennial 
summer attraction in the Bay of  
Plenty. Our intention is to earn 
a very positive reputation for 
the event over coming years, to 
provide an additional welcome 
boost for tourism in the Bay.” 

Andrew’s confidence was 
well founded. Trade stands and 
display aircraft were plentiful, and 
there was much for the claimed 
20,000 attendees to watch and do 
during the weekend.

Thankfully there was still a 
strong presence of  the Sport 
Aviation Association ethos that 
you can ‘dream it, build it, fly it’ 
with regard to your own aircraft. 
What a wonderful freedom we 
have in our country being able to do this.

An Informative Seminar Programme
An interesting and broad range of  seminars were run throughout 

the event. The entire programme was very informative and well 
presented, my only regret being that I could only attend a few of  
the several seminars on offer myself. Comments from those who 
attended the others were universally positive, matching my own 
experience.

The mountain flying seminar progressed by outlining a series of  
potential hazards that are ever-present in mountain flights. Things 

SportAvex and the Tauranga City Airshow
like straight out terrain avoidance (perhaps obvious but look at 
how many times it has occurred), the potential lack of  horizon in 
that flying environment, other visual illusions, wires and structures, 
weather, wind, cloud, turbulence and aircraft performance. 

It’s a huge thing folks and any pilot who thinks he/she is going 
to go barging around in an aircraft in the high country without 
due care and diligence… really in many instances they are just an 

accident looking for a place to 
happen. The audience was left 
with a strong awareness of  how 
much there is to know about 
this important subject. After all, 
the pilot’s job is to make every 
flight a good safe one so that 
passengers (and the pilot) want 
to repeat it. There were quite 
clear indications that there are 
mountain flying rule changes 
in the wind, very soon in the 
helicopter training syllabus 
and by 2011 in the fixed wing 
syllabus.

On Saturday a Rotax engine 
seminar was presented by Rotax 
Dealer, Colin Alexander from 
Solo Wings. Colin began by 
informing everyone that while it 
is true that Rotax have increased 
the TBO of  their engines to 
2000 hours, a great majority of  
NZ engines will not be in that 
category yet due to not having 

new style crankcases. Only the very latest models are to be included 
in this new classification. We learned more about the importance of  
maintenance care and how to avoid some quite prohibitive costs by 
paying more attention to preventative maintenance. This approach 
costs much less in both dollars and inconvenience in the long run. 

I attended an informative seminar by Rochelle West who is 
a flight instructor at Wellington Aero Club and also a travelling 
ambassador for the Met Service. There was much to learn about 
modern methods of  weather forecasting using radar and now even 
infrared technology. One thing I found out that at distances of  
250 km or more, due to the curvature of  the earth, radar actually 

Tauranga Airshow scenes: People, homebuilt helicopters, aerobatic planes, jets, 
wargames, airfield attacks and much more including microlights and LSA’s.

only paints from about 20,000ft and up. In many other cases stuff  
like drizzle can be below the radar beam at the best of  times. We 
learned a lot about how to analyse satellite pictures, discovering 
that albedo is not how sexy you feel, but is the word describing 
reflectivity of  clouds in a satellite picture. Likewise virga is not what 
you might think either, it is rain that is so light it evaporates before 
it gets to the ground. Infrared is useful for night pictures but it is 
important to realise that neither of  these two methods give any 
indication of  what is happening at the base of  clouds. For best 
results the two methods need to 
be used in conjunction.

Airshow Day
Finally the Airshow itself  

was held over six hours on the 
Sunday. What a turnout it was, 
with a wide range of  beautifully 
restored and presented flying 
aircraft, along with much more 
modern types doing their 
thing. Sweltering conditions 
(well it is the Bay Of  Plenty in 
the summer) were alleviated 
somewhat by a handy sea breeze. 
There was little else to do except 
sit back and let wave after wave 
of  excitement roll on through. As 
someone who has attended many 
air shows in several different 
countries (I decided long ago that 
attending these types of  events is 
one of  my passions), it really was 
brought home how far ahead of  
many other countries we must be 
with our diverse range of  aircraft available for demonstration in this 
way. 

And all so close and accessible too. Everything from a Catalina 
to gliders, a top dressing plane flown by a man who has over 30,000 
hours doing same and who, after approximately 400,000 takeoffs 
and landings (between 10-15 per hour while working) it is said he 
has an indentation of  the control stick grip permanently in his 
hand, a Mark IX Spitfire recently restored and carrying so much 
glory, majesty and emotion, (well at least for those of  us there who 
have some idea of  what it represents), a Corsair, a P51-D Mustang, 
a two-thirds scale Thunder Mustang that consistently threatens to 

Contributed by Gordon Gibson

out perform the ‘real’ one, several 75% Titan Mustangs, a brace of  
Kittyhawks, A Dakota nearly 70 years old, three highly aerobatic 
machines capable of  what should be impossible, helicopters, three 
Autogyro’s with a wonderful display routine…I need to pinch 
myself  before I go on. 

Three jets all privately owned (the only way to see a military 
jet flying in this country now), Balloons, Harvards, Yaks by the 
shopping trolley load, the breathtakingly beautiful Furio, built in 
Auckland and oh how it flies. It is worth a visit to the Furio website 

just to see how incredibly few 
pre-moulded composite parts are 
needed to build the airframe.

There were pyrotechnics, 
a mock airfield attack, and a 
race between an Audi sportscar 
and the Cessna A37. Even the 
gentleman who had mounted 
a 1300 horse power Allison 
V-12 on a trailer and who gave 
frequent running displays had 
his share of  many interested 
onlookers.

In conclusion
I could continue but you get 

the idea. It was a contented, 
satisfied crowd who straggled 
along to the exit gates late in the 
afternoon.

From all who attended, 
Thankyou to the organisers. Sure 
there are things to improve on 
for next time - Some attendees 
on Saturday didn’t realise that the 

airshow proper was only on the Sunday and were less than pleased 
that their ticket price covered the whole weekend, regardless that 
they couldn’t attend on Sunday. And a number of  trade exhibitors 
felt their presence was somewhat lost amongst ice cream stands and 
carnival activities. It’s an age old problem of  how to draw the line 
between the dual attractions of  a trade show for aviators and an 
airshow for Mum, Dad and the kids.

 That said, these are easy problems to correct for the next 
event. The organisers are to be congratulated for their promotional 
efforts and for bringing so much together, and so many people to 
Tauranga Airport for a most enjoyable weekend.

Tauranga Airshow scenes: P-51 and T-51 Mustangs, trade stands, 
demonstrations and a new tandem twin engine from Autoflight in Hamilton.
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Post to:  New Zealand Warbirds Association Limited. 
	 Ardmore	Airfield.	
 PDC 14
 Papakura

BE PART OF THE ACTION!NEW ZEALAND WARBIRDS
Join New Zealand’s most colourful aviation fraternity
Membership includes subscription to Classic Wings Magazine and the NZ Warbirds
Scramble newsletter. Associate Membership $99. Full Membership $162.

Name  
Address  

Phone

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Phone: (09) 298 9207
Email: NZWarbirds@paradise.net.nz

 www.nzwarbirds.org.nz

Join a NZWA Warbird Syndicate
maintenance. Additional to this are flying 
charges, generally $100 - $120 per hour plus 
fuel (120 litres per hour for a Harvard), 
plus landing charges ($20 per flight). That 
totals approximately $380 per hour to fly a 
Harvard.

The T-28 costs $14000 to join the 
syndicate and $100 month contributions. 
Flying costs are $100 per hour, plus fuel 
(180 litres per hour) plus landing fees. This 
totals approximately $500 per hour, for 
an aircraft with 1000+ horsepower and 
‘Fighter’ performance.

The Beaver costs approx $6000 to join 
the syndicate, $80 per month contributions 

and $300 per hour to fly.
The CT-4 Airtrainer was established as 

an entry-level aircraft. Syndicate shares in 
this aircraft cost approximately $2600 and 
monthly contribution $80, for an hourly 
flying rate of  approximately $220 per hour.

We currently have a proposal 
to ‘acquire’ a DeHavilland 
Chipmunk. This would be 
an entry level tail-wheel and 
aerobatic trainer which would 
be an ideal lead-in aircraft 
for pilots wishing to fly the 
Harvard.

It should be noted that 
pilots must meet proficiency 
requirements to fly syndicated 
aircraft. Accordingly each 
syndicate has a ‘chief  pilot’ 
responsible for the operation 
of  the aircraft and through 
the NZWA, access to qualified 
instructors for type ratings 
and advanced training. Having 
said this, these positions are 
voluntary and the volunteers 
often have other essential 
chores they are responsible 
for. (That last sentence really 
means that instructors are 
volunteers and do things in 
their timeframe which may 
not necessarily match yours. 
Also as volunteers they can’t be 
‘sacked’). 

On a more positive note, all this adds up 
to the opportunity to fly some very exotic 
aircraft at very affordable rates. There 
are of  course experience requirements 
associated with these aircraft, nonetheless, 
there are PPL’s flying all the above types.

If  you would like further information on 
aircraft or syndicates please contact us at 
NZWarbirds@paradise.net.nz  

Contributed by Frank Parker

IN PAST ARTICLES I have written 
of  some of  the aircraft operated by NZ 
Warbirds. It is important to note that 
NZWA (NZ Warbirds Association) does 
not ‘own’ any aircraft. Rather 
the aircraft are owned by 
individuals or groups and 
operated under the ‘Warbirds 
Banner’. This gives operators 
the benefits of  ‘group 
knowledge’ in their operation 
along with the camaraderie of  
belonging to the Association.

Obviously, the cost of  
owning and operating one of  
these aircraft is beyond the 
means of  many individuals. It 
was for this reason that aircraft 
syndicates were established 
many years ago. Current aircraft 
owned by syndicate groups are 
Harvard’s (three), Beaver, T-28 
Trojan, and Airtrainer CT-4A. 
This latter aircraft is a historical 
New Zealand aeroplane. It 
was the original prototype 
developed by AESL (of  the 
time) from the initial Aircruiser 
design. Subsequently it was 
adopted by the RNZAF and 
other  foreign military services 
as a basic pilot trainer.

The advantage of  syndicate 
ownership is obviously reduced ownership 
costs and shared expenses. The following 
figures are presented as a guide.

Harvard syndicates cost $12,000 
to $15,000 (dependant on the aircraft 
and number of  members) to join and 
approx $100/month contributions. This 
monthly charge covers ‘standing costs’, 
essentially hangarage, insurance and annual 

Harvards 52 and 53, the T-28 Trojan and the Beaver are all syndicate owned 
aircraft based at Ardmore. Other syndicate aircraft include the CT-4 Airtrainer and 

soon to be a Chipmunk. Trojan picture by G. Conroy, others by M. Norton.
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A message from the Organisers
A VERY WARM WELCOME to this Guide for 
the third NZ PilotExpo. We are delighted to be 
back again, having made the bold leap to an annual 
event. We feel this gives us the opportunity to not 
lose momentum from the previous year, and to 
keep PilotExpo fresh in pilots’ 
and future pilots’ minds, as a 
must do event in the annual 
aviation calendar.

We hope you will agree.
We are very pleased that we 

are now starting to see some 
of  the “big guns” take notice 
of  our show. We are delighted 
to have the International 
Area Manager for Bendix/
King Honeywell coming 
in from Singapore, and the 
international Sales director 
from Avidyne coming in 
from the USA, specifically for 
PilotExpo. It’s also gratifying 
to welcome Aviation Trader 
from Oz, particularly as they 
have commented that there is 
nothing quite like PilotExpo 
over in their homeland. It’s 
great to think we are helping to 
really put New Zealand on the 
international aviation map, but 
of  course we do need all you 
guys and gals out there to lend 
your support too - and make it 
into an event that can hold its 
own with the other aviation expo’s in the world.

At PilotExpo, we feel that “flying” in its widest 
sense has a very important part to play in the NZ 
landscape, both with respect to recreation and 
transportation. In a country, for all intents with no 
passenger rail services between the major cities, 

and motorways extending only a few miles beyond 
city borders, flying is critical in moving people 
around. In a General Aviation sense, we have seen 
this wither somewhat in the past few years. We 
feel that with the new generation of  aircraft and 

gear that has come to the 
market in the last 5 or 6 years, 
General Aviation and private 
flying should be properly 
recognised by both public and 
government. It is an efficient, 
cost and time effective way of  
moving around the country, be 
it for business or for pleasure.

The latest LSA aircraft are 
as efficient as cars and if  you 
factor into account the “as 
the crow flies aspect”, then 
frankly more so. Add in that 
we require no roads or bridges 
etc. to be built and thus no 
maintenance of  them, just a 
small strip at either end, and 
it’s a “slam dunk” as our US 
compatriots would say. We 
also have a great country to 
fly in, even if  it’s just for fun. 
Compared to other places, we 
have ‘uncrowded’ skies, with 
frankly minimal controlled 
airspace, fabulous topography 
that changes every 100k or so, 
and weather that whilst very 
changeable, is relatively benign. 

New Zealand is a great place to go flying for so 
many reasons, and PilotExpo we hope, is a place 
where we can all come together once a year, meet all 
those who look after our planes, sell us the gear, and 
have a good old yarn about what makes us all so 
passionate about it.                 

PilotExpo is at Ardmore Airport
on Friday 12th and Saturday 13th March.

Entry is FREE !

Showtimes: Friday Noon to 6pm
and Saturday 9am to 4pm.

Spit Roast Dinner Friday night 
from 6pm after the show.  ALL WELCOME !

See next page for details.

Scenes from PilotExpo 2009 at Ardmore 
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... from previous page
One of  the great things about GA 

is that we can use our aircraft for both 
recreational flying and also for our own 
business travel, weather permitting on both 
occasions of  course. It’s amazing how 
addictive it is, and that when you start you 
just want to fly more! One of  the great 
things about the new aircraft and gear that 
has come to the market in the past 5 years, 
is how much more affordable some of  the 
things that were high end $$wise gizmos, 
have become. They have made flying and 
in particular navigation, so much easier and 
one has to assume far more safe, leading 
to a more pleasant day out in the air. Of  
course the vintage fans amongst us may 
not get terribly excited about glass cockpits, 
but I’m pretty sure that even they have 
discovered the advantages of  having a 
portable GPS available to them.

This year, whilst the third year of  the 
show, is our second at the “new site”. We 
were pretty happy with the way it worked 
last year, so this is a year of  tweaks rather 
then wholesale change. The big addition 
is a focus on learning to fly. We are aiming 
to try to encourage all those people who 
always thought about getting their pilots 
licence, but never quite got it together to 
start, to come on down, see everyone in 
the one place and get all they need to know 
about starting off  on a “flying” path be 
it fixed wing or rotary. These new pilots 
are the buyers of  aircraft, headsets, flight 
bags, etc, in the future so we feel there is a 
great synergy between what we are doing at 
PilotExpo and the need to encourage new 
people into flying recreationally and for 
their own business use.

One of  the main thrusts of  PilotExpo 
is to give buyers and sellers the opportunity 
to meet each other face to face once a 
year. Our aviation community is pretty 
spread out and the internet, whilst a great 
boon, has resulted in much less personal 
communication than we used to have. 
PilotExpo is the once a year chance to have 
a bit of  human interaction, have a look, 
touch and feel of  the products as well so to 
try to get the best deal out for the sellers! 
We do know that many people have specials 
on for the event so chase them out.

We also think it’s very important to 
acknowledge that the guys and gals of  
these businesses have given up their 
weekend time and sunk some funds into 
attending the show. Whilst our “most price 
competitive stand” was very reasonably 
priced, their attendance shows a good deal 

of  commitment to you pilots out there - 
and that they value you as customers. We 
feel that those businesses that have made 
the investment to come to the show are 
also those who are likely to do the same 
for you as customers, with respect to after 
sales service, supporting their products, and 
respecting you as a “valued customer”.  All 
those at the show have gone the extra mile 
to attend and we sincerely hope that you 
will reciprocate and come to the show to 
see them. And don’t forget, the show is the 
same weekend as the Auckland Boat show, 
the biggest in the country, so if  you are 
from outside the Auckland area and into 
boats as well as planes, what a great excuse 
to come up, (or down) for the weekend. 
Everyone is also particularly welcome to 
stay on after the show closes on Friday 
night and join in with the barbie and a bit 
of  Friday night revelry.

So hop in your planes, cars, helis, 
microlights or whatever and make your 
way to Ardmore on 12th and 13th March. 
Join us and the rest of  our exhibitors for 
what we are sure will be a great weekend of  
aviation.

Stuart Clumpas, Event Director
Amy Bachelor, Event Co-ordinator

Visit Cirrus Aircraft
PilotExpo Stands 4 and C

Cirrus is the world’s leading innovator of 
single engine, piston powered aircraft and for 
the last five years has been the world’s best 

selling airplane in its class.

Our talented employees are dedicated to 
delivering affordable airplanes that are safer, 
more comfortable, easier to operate, and that 

fly beyond your expectations.

Cirrus SR22 X Edition

Visit us at PilotExpo to learn about:

Cirrus Performance - 185kts, 1400fpm 

Synthetic Vision that brings the outside in

Sophisticated Autopilot Programs

Electronic Environmental Control

Known Ice Protection Systems

Cirrus Airframe Parachute System

www.cirrusaircraft.co.nz

For more information contact Steve Maltby 
or Adam Johnson at Cirrus Australasia. 

Phone +61 7 3272 9055
or email: fly@cirrusaircraft.com.au

Visit Helicopter Flight Training      PilotExpo Stand 29

Visit Flightline Aviation
PilotExpo Stands 1 and A

Visit Parakai and Leading Edge
PilotExpo Stands 30

Visit Avcraft Engineering
PilotExpo Stands 20

New Zealand’s structural 
maintenance and 

refurbishment experts

We specialise in unusual repairs 
and modifications, from a Piper 

Tomahawk to a Beech 1900, we’ve 
probably done it before and if not 

we’ll come up with a cost effective, 
timely solution.

Drop in and say Hi to Mat and 
Cameron at the NZ Pilot Expo. 

We’d love to have a chat.

Avcraft Engineering Limited
Taonui Aerodrome, Feilding

Phone 021 137 2539
avcraft@gmail.com

Following the success of last years Friday 
night function we are happy to say our 

slap up Kiwi King BBQ is back! 

All PilotExpo guests are invited whether 
visitors or exhibitors. This is a great 

opportunity to continue any chats of earlier
on in the day and to just talk Aviation with a 
beer or wine well into Friday evening. The 

food is great “Kiwi Tucker” and there’s plenty 
of it… ask anyone who was there last year.

Tickets are $35 per person for the 3 Course 
meal, and the do starts around 6 after the 

Expo closes. The menu starts with a
selection of breads, then...

SPIT ROAST
Prime Beef 

Minted and Mustard Crusted lamb 
Four Spice Marinated Chicken

SALAD SELECTION
Potato with wholegrain & chives; 

Pasta - tuna with pesto; Cherry tomato, 
cucumber and basil Greek salad; 
Baby corn and roasted cashew

DESSERTS
Chocolate mud slice; Fresh fruit salad; Trifle

Order via email to Stuart@PilotExpo.co.nz

PilotExpo BBQ
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Programme of General Seminars
“Airways Services to General Aviation”
Friday 12th, 1:15pm to 2:30pm
GRANT RAWSTORN; Manager Regional Services, Airways NZ.
Airways New Zealand is responsible for managing all domestic and 
international air traffic operating within New Zealand’s 37 million 
square kilometres of  airspace. Grant Rawstorn, Airways Manager 
Regional Services presents a discussion of  Airways responsibilities 
and commitments to General Aviation and how that manifests 
itself  in both policies and practices when flying in New Zealand. 

“Ever considered buying your own Light Aircraft?”
Friday 12th, 2:30pm to 3:45pm
RUTH PRESLAND; Mountain Flying NZ and Tecnam NZ 
An informal talk from Ruth Presland about Recreational Aircraft, 
Microlight and Light Sports Aircraft
• The pros and cons on choosing this type of  plane over a GA 

aircraft. 
• Advantages of  matching a type to a use, for example, short field 

versus touring.
• Differences between high wing and low wing for the 

contemplating buyer.
• Hints and Tips on buying and learning to fly versus learning to 

fly and then buying.  
• Questions and answers welcomed through out the seminar.
Contact Ruth on 021 483 262 or email: rpresland@tecnam.co.nz

“Radio Etiquette: Get It Right First Time!”
Friday 12th, 3:45pm to 5:00pm
WARREN SATTLER; CFI, Ardmore Flying School
As Chief  Flying Instructor for Ardmore Flying School, qualified 
to A Category Instructor level, Warren Sattler is also an ardent 
enthusiast of  correct radio speak. Sure to set the record straight 
regarding how to present requests, commands and make clear 
intentions in the sky, this seminar aims to raise the bar of  all 
participants’ radio etiquette and in the process raise some red flags 
of  what not to say when the pressure is on. Warren is an instructor 
who pulls no punches with his thoughts and opinions and this is 
guaranteed to be a lively and entertaining seminar.

“Bendix King Glass Cockpits”
Saturday 13th, 9:45am to 11:00am
EMIL POPE; Regional Sales Director, Honeywell 
Coming in especially from Singapore for PilotExpo, Emil is the 
Regional Sales Director for Honeywell, the “big name” behind the 
Bendix/King brand of  Avionics. One of  the icons of  the avionics 
world for many years, B/K has recently introduced their range of  
“Glass Cockpits” aimed at the GA retrofit market. Emil will present 
the new gear, a first in Australasia, and will give an insight into 
where B/K are going in the future with their avionics suite.

“Mountain Flying - improving your skill level”
Saturday 13th, 11:00am to 12:15pm
RUTH PRESLAND; Mountain Flying NZ
Ruth will continue on from her talk at the last Pilot Expo with a 
flight scenario about flying safety in and around our New Zealand 
Mountains. This will include; 
Situational awareness in the aircraft, how to constantly evaluate the 
flight, weather conditions and navigation - following the correct 

valleys, rivers and ridgelines. 
• Improve skills and confidence. 
• Learn how to utilise local knowledge. 
• Learn how to get the most out of  dual training.. and enjoy it! 
An informal Q& A session will follow the seminar. 
Visit www.mountainflyingnewzealand.com for more information.

“Just Culture - 
- The Glue Around Safety Management Systems”
Saturday 13th, 12:15pm to 1:30pm
IRENE KING; CEO, Aviation Industry Association NZ
The Aviation Industry Association of  New Zealand represents the 
interests of  the aviation community. As Chief  Executive of  the 
AIA, Irene King will open up discussion to recent developments 
in the field of  the way in which incidents are reported, and acted 
upon. It has always been accepted that getting the information 
on mistakes and bloopers so they don’t happen again was more 
important than having someone “pay” for the mistake. Now it 
appears there is a change of  direction from the CAA who seem to 
be more interested in reprimanding “culprits” than having an open  
“just” culture, where people can be open without fear of  setting 
themselves up for prosecution.

“Night Vision Operations, Beacon Searches, 
Fiordland Search and Rescue Operations, and 
Off  Shore Southern Ocean Operations”
Saturday 13th, 1:30pm to 2:45pm
LLOYD MATHIESON; Southern Lakes Helicopters
Including rescues working for DOC on the Auckland and Campbell 
Islands situated in the sub Antarctic region, winching operations, 
Mutton Bird Island operations, electronic flight following in 
mountain flying situations AND how to deal with renegade 
helicopter pilots during the venison hunting days when Lloyd was 
the local cop!

“How to Get your Aviation Medical - 
and How to Lose It”
Saturday 13th, 2:45pm to 4:00pm
DR. ANTON WILES; AME, Remuera Doctors
Dr. Anton Wiles, a general practitioner for 30 years, 
joined Dr. Bill Daniels in Remuera Doctors in 2001. 
Bill has been conducting aviation medicals for 
more than 25 years. Anton sat his Diploma 
of  Aviation Medicine and has shared in 
that work since 2004. The practice is 
one of  the busiest in New Zealand 
for aviation medicals. This 
seminar will outline the basics 
of  acquiring the aviation 
medical and some 
medical pitfalls which 
could see one
lose their 
certification.

Located in the Dennis Thompson International Hangar
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VISIT TECNAM at PilotExpo 

Proud Pioneers of Light Sport Aircraft
Call TECNAM on (09) 298 9144 or 021 832 626 or 021 483 262

LEARN  

about our exciting 
NEW aircraft for 2010.

l  Tecnam P2006T Twin  
l  Tecnam P2008  
l  Tecnam P92 Classic

DISCOVER  

that LSA is now more 
affordable than ever. 

Fly away from 
NZ$109,500* plus gst.

BENEFIT  

from our second to none 
experience. TECNAM 
has the largest LSA and 
recreational fleet in 
the world.

new P2006T

new Classic 

      D
eluxe

* Price subject to exchange rates (current as at 15th February 2010)

new P2008
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“Learn To Fly: 
From First Flight to Getting Your Private Licence”
Saturday 13th, 9:00am to 10:00am
TBA; North Shore Aero Club
A full description of  the requirements for achieving a Private Pilot 
Licence - starting by explaining the pre-requisite theory exams, solo 
and thereafter cross country flights. The skills involved in passing 
your PPL flight test will also be discussed as well as information of  
the exact requirements of  the exam. 

“The Key To Successful Piloting: 
How To Avoid Flying Shortfalls That Every Pilot Faces”
Saturday 13th, 10:00am to 11:00am
ROB UTTING; CFI, Airline Flying Club 
With 30 years of  flying instruction under his belt, Rob will offer 
some key pointers to the safe success of  any pilot learning to fly. 
With the ‘6 P’s’ enveloping his personal slant of  a correct flying 
attitude, this seminar will offer a close idea of  what to expect in the 
process of  training to be a safe pilot. Expect some stories to explain 
some valuable points. This is a seminar every pilot should tune into.

“Beyond the Private Pilot’s Licence”
Saturday 13th, 11:00am to 12:00
JASON WOODGER; Senior Instructor, Auckland Aero Club
For pilots who want to know all the options for pursuing further 
flight training. Instrument ratings, aerobatics ratings and formation 
flying ratings, are amongst the topics that Jason, a senior instructor 
at Auckland Aero Club will discuss.

“Helicopter Pilot Training – Add Water And Mix”
Saturday 13th, 12:00 to 1:00pm
PHILLIP MAGUIRE; Director, Helicopter Flight Training 
A step-by-step recipe for every budding helicopter pilot. Phillip, 
Managing Director of  “HFT”, the latest addition to the Ardmore 
helicopter training scene, will take all prospective “rotary” fans 
through the details of  what is required to get your initial helicopter 
licence …and beyond.

“How to Buy an Aircraft – 
The Complete Process Start to Finish – Including for 
Partnership and Syndicate Ownership”
Saturday 13th, 1:00pm to 2:00pm
CHRIS BARRY; Sales Director, Flightline Aviation
Here is an opportunity to learn from an expert about how to pick, 
purchase and maintain an aircraft, how to look into options for 
co-ownership and how to choose the most appropriate ownership 
method for you. Chris is the Sales Director for Flightline Aviation, 
the Cessna agents for New Zealand and he will take you through 
the entire process of  purchasing your first plane, whether pre-loved, 
or “factory fresh”.

“Taildragging: The Next Challenge”
Saturday 13th, 2:00pm to 3:00pm
BILL HENWOOD; Classic Cubs Flight Training
A general overview of  the process involved in converting, or 
indeed learning in a taildragger aeroplane. Generally accepted as 
being more challenging to fly than their nosewheel counterparts, 
taildragger fans are firm in their belief  that the extra skills 
demanded of  you when flying a taildragger make you a more 
accomplished pilot irrespective of  the type of  aircraft you fly. 
There’s no doubt that flying a tailwheel plane into rough country 
strips is a whole lot of  fun and Bill Henwood, commercial pilot 
and proprietor of  Classic Cubs will explain the options that are 
available.

“Choosing the right licence, know your options”
Saturday 13th, 3:00pm to 4:00pm
SIMON LOCKIE; Parakai Flying School
Making clear the current differences between Microlights, Light 
Sport Aircraft and what is required to get your Private Licence. 
Simon is General Manager of  Parakai Airfield in the Northwest 
of  Auckland which is operated by the Lockie family and hosts a 
number of  training institutions using different types of  aircraft.

Programme of Learn to Fly Seminars
Located in the Auckland Aero Club Building

Image courtesy of Ruth Presland from Mountain Flying New Zealand.
Don’t miss Ruth’s Mountain Flying seminar on Saturday at 11am in the Dennis Thompson International Hangar.

Contact KiwiFlyer if you have aviation products or services to promote in New Zealand. 0800 KFLYER (0800 535 937) P7P6 PilotExpo Guide produced in association with KiwiFlyer Magazine                      www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Visit HeliFlite Pacific
PilotExpo Stand 3 and B

HeliFlite Pacific distribute and maintain 
Robinson and AgustaWestland Helicopters. 

A range of new, overhauled and pre-owned 
aircraft are available in NZ or on short notice 
by shipment from HeliFlite in Australia. 

Contact us for any purchase, maintenance or 
parts requirements on:
 - Robinson R44 Raven I, II, and Clipper
 - Robinson R22 
 - Agusta AW139, A109 Grand, A109 Power,
    and A119 Koala

HeliFlite Pacific are located at 168 Kittihawk 
Lane, Ardmore Airport. Contact Brett Sanders 
on (09) 299 9442 or 021 748 984. 

Visit Spidertracks
PilotExpo Stand 19

peace of mind  .  safety  .  simplicity

Who is watching out for you ?

Spidertracks is the simple to use, effective 
tracking and safety system for aircraft.

Know where you are at all times.

Watches over you and automatically 
lets the right people know if 
something goes wrong.

Tracks are accessed over the 
internet - No license fees!

Costs only as much as a good cup 
of coffee per hour to run.

Special offer still available during 
the show - just $1295 plus GST 
and the first 6 months sub free 

thanks to Airways NZ.

Phone 0800 461 776
email: info@spidertracks.co.nz

www.spidertracks.co.nz

Why North Shore Aero Club:
Our own Airfield

Un-congested Airspace
High Pass Rates

Experienced Instructors
Large & Diverse Fleet of Aircraft

Personalised Training 

We offer:
Private & Commercial Licence Training

Single & Multi Engine Instrument Ratings
Instructor Training

Full time PPL Theory Ground Course
Full Time Instructor Rating Ground Courses
Full Time Instrument Rating Ground Courses

 

Visit North Shore Aero Club
PilotExpo Stand 27

Phone 09 426 4273
Email: office@nsac.co.nz

www.northshoreaeroclub.co.nz
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the training experience. 
The simulator is rated for two persons on 

the inside at any one time so in the case of  
multi crew flights, the instructor will remain 
outside and watch the flight from the open 
door at the back of  the simulator.

Availability and Economics
The simulator is currently available to 

Eagle Flight Training students at $140 per 
hour. Compared to $490 per hour in the 
Duchess and $220 per hour in the 172, 
buying instrument time in the simulator 
makes a lot of  sense. Mike notes that 
every hour flown must be supervised by an 
instructor and must have signoff  for the 
aircraft used and exercises simulated. Other 
organisations are able to hire the simulator at 
a flat rate, providing their own instructor and 
setting their own fees for students.

For more information
Contact Mike Foster at Executive Flight 

Services for more information on the 
Redbird or for a demonstration at Ardmore. 
Phone (09) 268 6641 or 021 321 417. Email: 
mike@eftl.co.nz   Eagle Flight Training can 
be contacted on (09) 296 1839. 

Redbird FMX SD 1000 
Specific approvals for aeroplane 
training under Parts 61 and 141

(a)  2 hours instrument ground time towards 
issue of PPL

(b)  5 hours instrument ground time towards 
issue of CPL

(c) 5 hours instrument ground time towards 
issue of Cat C or B Instructor Rating

(d) 20 hours instrument ground time 
towards issue of Instrument Rating 

(e) 2 hours instrument ground time towards 
currency of Instrument Rating

(f) One GNSS, NDB, VOR, LLZ or ILS 
approach procedure towards currency 
of Instrument Rating

(g) One GNSS, NDB, VOR, LLZ (non-
precision) or ILS (precision) approach 
procedure toward approach currency of 
Instrument Rating in any one 3 month 
period

(h) Conduct of cross country portion and 
any one approach of every alternate 
Instrument Rating annual competency 
demonstration

(i) Demonstration of Garmin 430/530/1000 
GNSS as a subsequent type and model

FLIGHT TRAINING

Eagle Flight Training offer a full range of Fixed 
Wing and Helicopter flight instruction.

C172, BE76, R22, R44

Our instructors are A Cat rated with many 
thousands of hours of experience to pass on 

to students. We are NZQA accredited and offer 
a quality of instruction that can’t be surpassed.

We can also meet your flight testing and 
aircraft hire requirements.

Contact Mike Foster
P: (09) 296 1839

E: info@eftl.co.nz     www.eftl.co.nz

AIR TRANSPORT
CHARTER FLIGHTS

We can provide a number of Air Transport, 
Fixed Wing and Helicopter services into most 

New Zealand airports. 

Visit Eagle Flight Training at the 
Redbird Stand - PilotExpo Stand 23

REDBIRD FLIGHT SIMULATION
The Fu l l  Mot ion  Exper ience

Now available at Ardmore and approved for use in training pilots 
under Part 61 and Part 141 for the following purposes:

l  Accumulating instrument ground time for Licence or Rating issue.

l  Maintaining instrument rating currency.

l  Maintaining instrument approach currency.

l  Completion of an instrument rating annual competency demonstration.

l  Completion of the demonstration required for an additional 
     make and model of GNSS navigation aid.

l  This is the most cost effective and realistic flying you can do without leaving the ground.
l  Available for hire to Pilots and Flight Training Organisations with approved Instructors.
l  Perfect for learning and refining cross wind, short field and mountain flying techniques.
l  Panels for Cessna 172 / G1000 or standard, Beech Baron with G430, G530 and auto-pilot.

Contact Mike Foster at Executive Flight Services
Phone: 09 296 1839 or 021 321 417

Email: michaelffoster@msn.com
Executive Flight Services are the Australasian Distributors for Redbird Flight Simulations Inc. 

Enquiries for simulator purchases are also welcome. 

CAA Approved Full Motion Flight Simulation
Realistic flight simulation requires that the mind 
be fooled into forgetting what it knows to be true. 
You’re not on the ground strapped into a metal 
box, but cruising at 6000 feet in unfamiliar 
airspace and the weather just got very bad.

FOR SOME time the only 
certified simulators affordable 
to general training schools 
have been limited to visual and 
audio stimuli. Although offering 
valuable training experiences, 
these are one key step removed 
from the sort of  authentic 
experience that really can trick 
the mind. That missing step has 
been motion – an opportunity 
addressed by USA company, 
Redbird Flight Simulations.

Available in New Zealand
Redbird Flight Simulations 

was founded in 2006 by a team 
of  computer industry executives 
and engineers from Texas. All 
are aviation enthusiasts who set 
themselves the goal of  creating 
a realistic simulator training 
environment that was within 
the financial reach of  any flying 
school. Their products are now 
being operated around the world, 
including at Cessna pilot centres 
in the USA.

Ardmore based Executive 
Flight Services have recently 
obtained the Redbird Flight 
Simulations agency for 
Australasia after owner Mike Foster met 
with the company when researching flight 
simulators at Oshkosh. 

The Redbird is a first of  type for 
Australasia, arriving with its FAA approval 
certificate as an Advanced Aviation 
Training Device just before Christmas. 
Early in the process Mike spoke with 
NZCAA who offered support but no 
promises as to when or what form of  
NZ certification might be available. Any 
concerns in that regard proved to be 
unfounded when in the space of  one day, 
CAA gave approval for all of  the training 
dispensations sought (see sidebar to this 
article). This gives a good indication as to 
the quality of  operation on offer. 

The first training company to use 
the Redbird is Eagle Flight Training at 
Ardmore. The simulator is also available 
to other training organisations and clubs 

who, once approved, can take the option of  
supplying their own instructor.

Capability and Disorientation
The first thing a pilot is told when 

beginning instrument training is “trust 

the instruments, not your inner ear”. But 
telling someone to ignore their senses and 
training them to do so are not the same. 
The Redbird simulator provides for smooth 
and realistic movement that can effectively 
induce the spatial disorientation necessary 
to train pilots to fly without references.

The Redbird motion platform is all 
electric, capable of  quietly and smoothly 
moving through 50 degrees of  pitch, 60 
degrees of  yaw and 40 degrees of  roll. 
Pilot and CoPilot or Instructor sit inside 
an enclosed ‘cockpit’ with six wraparound 
monitors dedicated to external views. 

The capabilities were more than enough 
to convince Mike to set up the Redbird 
operation in New Zealand. Compared to 
a Frasca or ATC fixed base simulator, the 
Redbird motion base adds not only the 
opportunity for spatial disorientation in the 
air, but also a genuine experience for cross 

wind landing training. Mike says “there’s a 
lot to be said for motion – the difference 
in student learning is immediately evident”. 
Redbird does make fixed as well as motion 
base simulators, though it is only the full 
motion base (FMX) version that Mike is 

now operating from premises 
within the Dennis Thompson 
hangar complex at Ardmore. 

Aircraft Options
Redbird have done an 

excellent job of  containing costs 
in their products, in part by 
using Microsoft visuals and their 
own interchangeable instrument 
panels designed to realistically 
simulate Garmin and other 
industry standard avionics.

Aircraft and panel 
configurations can be swapped 
in about 5 minutes making a non 
issue out of  having consecutive 
students training in different 
aircraft. Three configurations 
are currently available on the 
simulator at Ardmore including; 
Cessna 172 with G1000 panel, 
Cessna 172 with Garmin 430, 
530, ADF, DME and standard 
instruments, and a Beech Baron 
with Garmin 430, 530 and auto 
pilot. On the way is a custom 
panel to match Eagle Flight 
Training’s Beechcraft Duchess 
with Aspen PFD, standard 
instruments and King GPS. 
Other aircraft can be set up for 

US$5000 within a leadtime of  under 3 
months.

Flight Operations
A clever feature of  the simulator is that 

each pilot has their own key. The key is 
actually a USB memory stick that contains 
their flight history, with software that 
enables this to be re-run on any computer. 
Administrators can easily manage pilot 
records and can add missions and scenarios 
to pilot keys.

Instructors control each simulation via 
a tablet PC which can be operated from 
inside or outside the simulator. (In the 
USA, one instructor might control up to 
three simulations concurrently). From 
their controlling PC, the instructor can 
make changes to the weather, fail aircraft 
components, and generally make any 
adjustments they wish in order to enhance 

The Redbird FMX Full Motion Simulator at Ardmore. The motion platform is all 
electric and quite capable of inducing spatial disorientation when asked to.

Inside are six wrap-around monitors. Realistic flight controls and instruments 
can be easily exchanged for different aircraft and and avionics configurations.
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Visit Dennis Thompson International
PilotExpo Stand H

Dennis Thompson International Limited are 
New Zealand’s longest established aircraft 
sales, service and management organisation.

We also operate two complimentary aviation 
companies. Corporate Flight Services 
Limited and Corporate Jet Services Limited 
provide total aircraft management, expertise, 
maintenance, hangarage and crewing of all 
corporate type aircraft. 

Visit Dennis Thompson International
Hangar and Sales facility at PilotExpo for:

Aircraft Sales, Service 
and Management

Worldwide Aircraft Sales 
Acquisition, Import and Export

Aircraft Valuations,
Insurance and Finance

FAA Aircraft Certification
and Services

Phone us at our Ardmore base (09) 298 6249
or email: dennis@DtiAircraftSales.com

www.dtiaircraftsales.com

Visit South Pacific Avionics
PilotExpo Stand 11

South Pacific Avionics
are Importers, Distributors

and Installers of
Quality Avionics Systems.

Visit our stand to see the latest 
equipment and discuss solutions to 

all of your avionics needs.

09 298 1373   www.avionics.co.nz

Like to know more? Visit us at
PilotExpo 2010. We’ll give you
100% pure Aussie attention!

Visit Aviation Trader Australia
PilotExpo Stand 18

Visit  Flyboys  at  PilotExpo  Stand  17
Visit Gyrate New Zealand

PilotExpo Stand J

Gyrate are the NZ distributors for
Eagle and Xenon Gyroplanes. Both will be

on display at PilotExpo. Visit our stand
and book yourself an introductory flight.

Based at Tauranga airport, we offer
.  Scenic Trial Flights  .

Flight Training and Gyroplane Sales
P: 021 038 0760      www.gyrate.co.nz

Visit Aquamax
PilotExpo Stand 10

www.aac.org.nz

500 Harvard Lane, Ardmore Airfield
Ph 09 2998590  Fax 09 2998592

Email: flightdesk@aac.org.nz

AUCKLAND AERO CLUB INC

Licences: PPL and CPL
Ground Courses: PPL and CPL

Instrument Ratings: Single and Multi
Instructor Ratings: C & B

Night Ratings
Tail Dragger Ratings
Aerobatics Ratings
Formation Flying

Professional Flight and Ground
Training Available

Visit Auckland Aero Club
PilotExpo Stand 28

Visit Waypoints Aviation
PilotExpo Stand 25

See us on Saturday at PilotExpo

Texts will be available for purchase

Enquiries and Enrolments being taken 
for our next two courses at Ardmore

ATPL Instruments and Nav Aids
Ardmore 9-11 April

ATPL Systems and Performance
Ardmore 6-9 May

www.waypoints.co.nz
Contact: Mark Woodhouse

021 620 267
waypoints@clear.net.nz

Visit Flight Hauraki
PilotExpo Stand 30

Visit Hawker Pacific
PilotExpo Stand 20

You fly her in ...
... and we’ll do the rest

Hawker Pacific are New Zealand’s 
one-stop rotary and fixed wing 

maintenance facility under one roof. 
Yes! - We service fixed wing aircraft.

We offer custom designed maintenance 
contracts for your aeroplane or helicopter.

We hold stock of genuine Beech, Cessna, 
Piper and Helicopter parts.

You will never pay retail price for your aircraft 
spare parts when we work on it.

Our new PILOT SHOP
is open now. 

Visit our stand at PilotExpo
or call in and see us at Ardmore.

Whether your needs are 

Avionics, Airframe, Engines,
Hydraulics, or Components,

we have it all right here.

Contact Steve Siddall on 09 295 0665
email: steve.siddall@hawkerpacific.com
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Visit National Aircraft Interiors
PilotExpo Stand D

expopilotexpoNZ

2010

Found this Guide in KiwiFlyer Magazine?

Take it with you to 
PilotExpo.

www.pilotexpo.co.nzVisit Falcomposite
PilotExpo Stand F

Speed, power and beautifully harmonised 
controls make the Furio effortless and 

exhilarating to fly. Classic Italian styling makes 
it beautiful to look at. 

The Furio has less than 30 structural 
components. It is uncomplicated to assemble 

and kit builders do not require specialist 
knowledge or tools.

Six kits already delivered. Book yours now !

Phone (09) 296 7966
www.falcomposite.com

Visit Aeromotive
PilotExpo Stand 12

Aeromotive offer a Total Support Centre for

Airframe Maintenance  
Engine Overhaul

Propeller Overhaul
Accessory Overhaul
Component Overhaul
Avionics Capability

Meet with us at PilotExpo and find out
about taking the maintenance of your

aircraft to the next level.

P: 07 843 3199     www.aeromotive.co.nz

Exhibitors
and stand locations

Numbers are in the PlaneSpace hangar.
Letters are located on the outdoor stands.

 12 Aeromotive
 I Aerosport Aviation
 26 Airline Flying Club
 5 Airmaster Propellers
 9 Airspray Ardmore
 31 AOPA
 10 Aquamax
 24 Ardmore Airport
 28 Auckland Aero Club
 32 Aviation Industry Association 
 20 Avcraft Engineering 
 18 Aviation Trader Australia 
 16 Avsure
 A Cessna Aircraft
 C Cirrus Aircraft
 4 Cirrus Aircraft Australasia
 K Classic Cubs Flight Training
 16 Classic Models
 H Dennis Thompson International
 15 Doug the Builder
 14 Downunder Pilot Shop 
 23 Eagle Flight Training
 F Falcomposite Aircraft
 E Flight Design Aircraft 
 17 Flight Experience 
 30 Flight Hauraki / MDR Aviation
 1 Flightline Aviation
 17 Flyboys
  J Gyrate Gyroplanes
 33 Hamilton Aero Avionics
 33 Hamilton Aero Maintenance
 8 Hawker Pacific
 29 Helicopter Flight Training
 3 Heliflite Pacific
 13 KiwiFlyer Magazine
 30  Leading Edge Aviation
 D National Aircraft Interiors
 27 North Shore Aero Club 
 14 Pacific Aero Coatings
 30 Parakai Airfield
 7 Petroleum Logistics
 23 Redbird Flight Simulators
 2 Redfort Logistics
 B Robinson Helicopters
 31 Shell and Orica
 11 South Pacific Avionics
 M Southern Aircraft Sales
 6 Special FX Supplies
  19 Spidertracks
 L Sport Aircraft Association 
 22 Sports Aircraft NZ
 G Tecnam Aircraft
 21 The Plane Wash Company
 25 Waypoints Aviation

A

B

C

D

E
F

G

H

JKLM

N

Please note:   All PilotExpo information was current at time of printing on 15th February. Check notices at the Expo for updates.
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Special FX Supplies are the NZ agents for 
LightSpeed Aviation Headsets and for 
ReliefBand motion sickness wristbands.

Our products will be available at PilotExpo 
for demonstration and sale.

Visit Special FX Supplies
PilotExpo Stand 6

We stand by our products. Our product 
guarantee allows you to return a purchase in 
original condition within 30 days if you are not 
100% satisfied. We’ll send you a full refund.

Call Phil on 0800 116 741 or visit our website.
www.specialfx.co.nz

LightSpeed are leading manufacturers of 
in-ear and headphone style headsets. The 
LightSpeed Mach One and Zulu compete 
at the top of their respective classes and 
are receiving rave reviews. Wear a better 
headset. Wear LightSpeed. 

The LightSpeed 
Zulu was named 
Headset of the 
Year by Aviation 
Consumer 
Magazine. Try one 
and you will soon 
see why. See the 
KiwiFlyer review on page 13 of this issue.

Travel with confidence 
wearing a motion 
sickness device that 
works. Guaranteed. 
The ReliefBand is a 
watch like device worn to prevent and treat 
nausea due to motion and morning sickness. 
It is clinically tested as well as FDA approved 
and works by emitting a low level current to 
stimulate the median nerve, a well known 
acupuncture point on the underside of the 
wrist. This stimulation stabilises the erratic 
stomach rhythms that cause nausea.

expopilotexpoNZ

2010

More Exhibitors are expected to
confirm their attendance at

PilotExpo over the coming weeks. 
Check the PilotExpo

website for regular updates.

www.pilotexpo.co.nz

Visit Airspray Ardmore
PilotExpo Stand 9

Talk to us at PilotExpo about our services for
aircraft paint stripping, surface preparation and 
corrosion control, specialist aircraft painting and 

computerised paint matching systems.

P: (09) 296 8913    M: 021 074 4876
E: paul@pioneeraero.co.nz

Visit AOPA
PilotExpo Stand 31

Visit Avsure
PilotExpo Stand 16

Avsure provide the most competitive insurance 
programmes available in the aviation industry.

We offer all forms of Aircraft, Aviation Liability, 
Property and Personal Aviation Insurance.

Take the opportunity to meet Bill and Jenni at our 
stand and discuss any insurance questions or 

requirements you have.

P: 09 298 8218      www.avsure.co.nz

Visit the Aviation Industry Association
PilotExpo Stand 32

The Aviation Industry Association represents 
the diverse interests of commercial aviation on 
issues of safety, business sustainability, and 

industry standards and rules.

Our stand will also have information on 
apprenticeships and employer contacts. We 

will be taking enrolments for pilot pre-selection 
testing so that you can find out whether you’ve 

got what it takes for a career in aviation.

P: 04 472 2707     www.aia.org.nz

Visit Doug the Builder
PilotExpo Stand 15

The team at Doug the Builder Construction 
specialise in high-span galvanised light-frame 
buildings for both commercial and industrial 

applications. We undertake projects from 
concept to completion including Apartments, 

Offices, Warehouses. and Hangars.

P: (09) 236 0309
E: doug@dougthebuilder.com
www.dougthebuilder.com

We are the Builders of the PlaneSpace 
hangar that PilotExpo is located in as well 
as other buildings at Ardmore including 
the Tecnam / Falcomposite complex, and  
hangars for HeliFlight and Union Airways.

We provide quality buildings at an 
economical price. Though based in Auckland, 
we undertake projects throughout the South 

Pacific. Visit our stand at PilotExpo to 
discuss all of your construction needs.

See Citizen Watches at Flyboys
PilotExpo Stand 17

KiwiFlyer Magazine

KiwiFlyer is the reference publication
for the New Zealand aviation marketplace.

KiwiFlyer is published every two months and 
delivered FREE to every aircraft operator and 
aviation document holding business in NZ.

Retail and other targeted distribution assures 
advertisers of the widest market coverage.

KiwiFlyer offers businesses promotional 
opportunities from informative commentary

on products and services.

KiwiFlyer is the most cost competitive way for
any aviation business to tell everyone in the
NZ aviation market about their products,

services, or recent achievements.

KiwiFlyer will help prepare your
advertisement or write editorial on your

business or new developments.

Discuss your marketing programme with us at 
PilotExpo. We look forward to meeting you.

0800 KFLYER (0800 535 937)
email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Visit KiwiFlyer Magazine
PilotExpo Stand 13

Visit Airmaster Propellers
PilotExpo Stand 5

HIGH PERFORMANCE
CS PROPELLER SYSTEMS

 l Maximised Performance
 l Enhanced Safety
 l Increased Economy

P: (09) 833 1794    E: sales@propellor.com

WWW.PROPELLOR.COM

Visit Classic Models
PilotExpo Stand 16

P: 021 864 141
info@classicmodels.co.nz

www.classicmodels.co.nz

Classic Models produce custom made  
aviation replicas to your requirement. We

will have sample models on display at   
                    special PilotExpo prices.

Visit Classic Cubs
PilotExpo Stand K

Classic Cubs
Classic Cubs operate 2 PA-18 Super Cubs 
from Te Kowhai and Ardmore. The aircraft 
are available for Private Hire, Taildragger 
and Type Ratings and BFRs. Experienced 

instructors are available for training.

P: Bill on 021 065 4538 (Te Kowhai) 
or Adam on 021 538 044 (Ardmore)

www.supercub.co.nz

Airline Flying Club’s experienced 
Instructors are specialists in PPL, 

CPL and Instructor Training. 

Airline Flying Club is the first Club 
in New Zealand to offer the 

PPL Mountain Flying Course.

Great value, with career
Instructors. Why pay more

 - for less - elsewhere? 

Phone 09 298 4747 or
visit www.airlineflyingclub.org.nz

for more information.

Visit Airline Flying Club
PilotExpo Stand 26

Visit Hamilton AERO Avionics
PilotExpo Stand 33

Hamilton AERO Avionics Ltd  
17 Years serving the Aviation Industry

Hamilton Aero Avionics specialise in the installation, 
maintenance, testing and repair of a wide range 
of avionics components. With a fully equipped test 
room, internationally trained personnel and a safety 
first approach we set the standard in service and 
overhaul of avionics equipment.

We are agents for Aspen, Avidyne, Garmin, S-Tec, 
Sandel, Bendix King and Century. We are an 
approved Garmin Dealer and Service Centre.

Contact us on (09) 843 1106, 
email: avionics@hamiltonaero.co.nz, or visit our 

website: www.hamiltonaero.co.nz

Equipment Repairs  .  Installations 
Mods  .  ELT Checks  .  Instrument Checks 

Radio Checks  .  Autopilot Experts!

From this ...

... to this !

Visit Hamilton AERO Maintenance
PilotExpo Stand 33

Hamilton AERO Maintenance Ltd  
26 Years serving the Aviation Industry

In aviation there is no such thing as second best. 
You need to have total faith in the people who 
maintain and service your plane. At Hamilton Aero 
Maintenance, we are up to the task. 

Our highly skilled and qualified technicians are 
experienced across a huge range of aircraft and 
our rigorous safety-first approach to servicing 
and maintenance allows you to place complete 
confidence in your aircraft and our workmanship. 

If you believe it is better to be Safe than sorry, call us 
on (09) 843 6063, email: hamaero@hamiltonaero.
co.nz, or visit our website: www.hamiltonaero.co.nz

Scheduled Maintenance  .  Part 135 Maintenance 
Control & Planning  .  ARA’s  .  Crash Repairs
Mods  .  Rebuilds Refurbishment  .  Janitrol 

Heater Overhauls  .  Oxygen Fills  .  Corrosion 
Repairs  .  Aircraft Shipping & Assembly

We fix these...      and these...          these too!
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EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 
Join the 24th Gaye Pardy Travel tour in July 2010
EAA AirVenture Oshkosh is the sort of  event every aviator should 
see at least once. Without doubt, the best way to go at least for 
your first visit, is with an organised group. (There are many who 
continue to take this option and return year after year). Going on 
a tour with others saves you from all the usual travel stress and 
ensures that the maximum possible time is spent enjoying yourself  
and getting value from the money invested.

Gaye Pardy Travel have been organising Oshkosh tours for 23 
years and have a wealth of  experience to offer Oshkosh travellers, 
whether they be aviation enthusiasts, or partners who might rather 
be doing other things during the time away. The 2010 trip, departing 
24th July, will again be hosted by Colin and Sue Wade. Sue says that 
of  the 19 people in the group last year, two couples have already 
booked again to return in 2010. 

Sue describes Oshkosh as being of  much interest even to 
non-aviators, noting that the enormity is simply amazing. It is not 
uncommon to spend seven days there and still not see everything 
that is on offer. The event has everything from ultra-light to ultra-
heavy aircraft, from historic to state-of-the-art, from aerobatics to 
astronauts, tools, accessories, forums, workshops, advice, and much 
more. There are typically around 2800 show aircraft of  every type 
imaginable. If  you took a minute to see each one, that would be the 
best part of  six days spoken for already.

Tour group members first meet up with Colin and Sue at 
Auckland Airport where they will depart for Honolulu to visit 
Pearl Harbour and the Arizona Memorial. Then it is on to Chicago 
and then to the University of  Wisconsin where accommodation 
is arranged for the next seven nights. Colin and Sue will help with 
orientation around the University and accommodation facilities, also 
with airshow tickets and arrangements, then it is up to tour group 
members to head in whatever directions interest them – though 
Colin and Sue are available around the clock for assistance if  
required. Sue says that Oshkosh (the place rather than the airshow) 
is a lovely location with much to see and do for non-aviators and 
that she is available as a local tour and shopping guide at any time.

One of  the daily highlights is the afternoon air show. It starts 
with showcase flying of  many unique historical and more recent 
aircraft. This is followed by a series of  fine aerobatic displays with 
top performers in a nearly three hour spectacular.

After Oshkosh, the tour will travel to Chicago by bus, visiting 
the Harley Davidson Museum. An extension option then continues 
on to Seattle and includes a visit to the Boeing factory where the 
assembly of  the 747, 767, 777, and the new Dreamliner 787 is 
carried out. A visit to the Museum of  Flight is also on the agenda as 
is a visit to the Evergreen Aviation Museum in McMinnville, home 
of  the “Spruce Goose”. A couple of  days in Vancouver completes 
the trip then it’s back home to New Zealand, unless you want to 
continue travelling in which case Gaye can arrange that too.

For more information contact Gaye Pardy on (07) 574 1950 or 
0274 939 073, E: travel@gaye-pardy.co.nz   www.gaye-pardy.co.nz  

KiwiFlyer has 

several free one 

day passes to 

give away to lucky 

readers. See page 

3 for details.
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PilotExpo Stand  I

Visit Aerosport at PilotExpo to learn 
about the new PiperSport LSA.

Phone: +64 7 829 5940 or +64 21 289 5999
Email: anton@aerosport.co.nz

www.aerosport.co.nz
Where Quality meets the Sky !

Visit Pacific Aero Coatings at 
PilotExpo 2010 to learn about our 
extensive range of aircraft 
finishing and Pilot shop products.

Phone 07 574 2922
Email: info@PacificAeroCoatings.com

www.PacificAeroCoatings.com

PilotExpo Stand14

WE OFFER YOU EXPERIENCE TO DO IT THE RIGHT WAY - THE EASY WAY - THE FIRST TIME

Supplying FAA Approved

l Aircraft Paints and Primers

l Fabric, Tapes & Accessories

l Instructional Training & Workshops

Award Winning Fabric
Covering and Finish System

T A U R A N G A  B R A N C H

l Pilot Supplies

l Aircraft Accessories

l Aviation Gifts

USA
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Fly-in, live, work and play.

Pukaki Airport, located near the stunning Mt. Cook sports aviation mecca, offers an absolutely unique 
opportunity to aviation enthusiasts worldwide with the release of  a very limited number of  live-in hangar sites. 

Freehold sites allow you to build your own home and hanger on a developed airport. For work or play imagine being able 
to fly-in and live the dream of  aviation, fishing, skiing, tramping, skydiving, gliding, or simply taking in the stunning views 
of  Mt. Cook and the Southern Alps. 33 sites have already been sold and 18 recently developed sites with freehold titles 
just issued are now available. These sites are priced between $95,000 and $180,000. Find out more about this exclusive 
opportunity by calling Derek Kirke, Chairman, Pukaki Airport Board on 027 294 6770 or email to dkirke@clear.net.nz

Whitianga Festival of Speed - April 2010
THE BEST value 
event (it’s all free!) in 
the country returns 
to Whitianga on the 
weekend of  10th 
and 11th April. 
Visitors to the seaside 
town can expect a 
non-stop series of  
events encompassing 
helicopter races, 
aerobatics, offshore 
powerboats, 
motorcycle stunts, and 
much more. 

The first Whitianga 
Festival of  Speed held 
in 2009 was a great 
success with never 
a dull moment. Event Organiser, Paul 
Shanahan promises that this year the event 
will be even bigger – “if  it flies, floats, or 
turns wheels and heads, it’s bound to be 
at Whitianga on 10th and 11th April.” To 
check out what you missed in 2009, visit 
www.whitiangafos.com  

In 2010 there is an even more impressive 
line-up of  aircraft, fast boats, exotic car 

brands and motorcycles. A number of  
events have grown and now operate at 
National competition level. These include 
Thunder Cats, Off-Road racers, Moto-
cross, Jet Sprint boats, Jet Ski racers, NZ 
Open Helicopter Champs and the NZ 
Offshore Power Boat race series. 

A street sprint circuit is also planned 
where brands such as Lamborghini, Aston 

Martin, Ferrari, 
Porsche and Maserati 
are scheduled to 
compete. 

Whitianga provides 
a great location for the 
festival with beautiful 
beaches and scenery 
nearby. There is a large 
selection of  motels, 
tourist apartments, 
camp grounds, 
and private holiday 
homes for short 
term rental, though 
visitors are advised to 
book early to avoid 
disappointment. 

From an aviator’s 
perspective, the event is worth attending 
for the airshow and helicopter champs 
alone. There’s at least as much again for 
non-aviation types and for partners who 
mightn’t be keen on all the speed events, 
there’s also plenty of  shopping, culture and 
family activities available. More information 
about the event is available from 
www.whitiangafos.com

Scenes from the 2009 Festival. Visitors can also expect stunt motorcycles, exotic cars, moto-x, and more.
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flap system which allows wing extension of  up to 20%. This wing 
and flap system was developed by Otto Funk in cooperation with 
the University of  Stuttgart using its laminar wind tunnel

As with the FK-9, construction is of  composite materials with a 
tubular steel cockpit frame for crash protection. The wing structure 
is a carbon/nomex sandwich. The fuel tank is situated outside of  
designed crumple zones and again there is plenty of  storage space 
for luggage. Some of  this space on Ron’s FK-14 though has been 
taken with a ballistic recovery chute. This is a factory option for 
both the FK-9 and FK-14. Ron says the system has been used in 
Europe when a pilot became disoriented in cloud and realised he 
had lost control. He landed uninjured. The FK-14 is also available 
in either of  nose or tail wheel configurations.

Practical beauty
Ron’s FK-9 Mark IV and FK-14 Polaris are both laden with 

interesting features and are undeniably attractive aircraft. They 
also exude quality with everything fitting and looking as it should. 
Ron describes them as “The aristocrats of  light sport aircraft”. 
Very practical for private use and touring, they are also capable of  
glider and banner towing and should easily find a place in the New 
Zealand training arena. Both aircraft can be registered in either of  
the microlight or LSA categories. Ron welcomes all enquiries and 
says that test flights can easily be arranged.

For more information
Ron Donaldson can be contacted on 07 574 5667 or 

027 333 3831, or email: donro@kinect.co.nz

At left: The Rotax 912-S engine installation in the FK-14. At right: Both aircraft 
have basic instrument panels with plenty of room for expansion.
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FK-Lightplanes now available in NZ
TWO NEW bright yellow Light Sport Aircraft at the recent 
Tauranga City Airshow attracted a good deal of  attention. 
Ron Donaldson imported them a year ago after acquiring the 
Australasian distributorship for FK Lightplanes in Germany. 
No stranger to sport aviation, 
Ron was previously the local 
distributor for Storm kitsets. 
Ron says that he has followed 
the development of  FK 
Lightplanes for a good ten years 
and was delighted to obtain his 
distributorship for the aircraft. 

Ron and wife Robin well 
remember the day their new 
aircraft arrived. They not only 
watched the ship enter Tauranga 
harbour, but also saw it unloaded 
and their container placed on 
the truck for delivery to the 
airport. The aircraft were easily 
unloaded and assembled and 
when local identity and pilot of  
all things that fly, Phill Hooker 
noticed them a short time later 
he phoned Ron immediately to 
enquire what he would have to do 
to be the first person to fly “two 
of  the most beautiful microlights 
I’ve ever seen”. That was duly 
arranged with Phill pronouncing 
the aircraft a delight to fly.

The FK-9 and FK-14 exhibit 
a lot of  style and a very high 
build quality which Ron says is 
evidence of  the professionalism 
he encountered when he visited 
the finishing and distribution 
facility in Speyer, Germany and 
met with their designer Peter 
Funk. Most of  the manufacturing 
is in fact completed in Poland, 
from where the aircraft are 
transported to Germany for 
fit-out, testing and final delivery 
inspections. 

A history of FK-Lightplanes
The evolution of  FK-

Lightplanes can be followed 
back to 1959 when Otto Funk 
designed an all metal glider. The 
metal-bonding construction 
method he used remains to this 
day as one of  the special design 
features of  FK aircraft. Much 
further glider development followed. In 1989 the FK-9 Mark I 
became Funk’s first commercial design in collaboration with his son 
Peter. This aircraft has evolved to the Mark IV version, available 
since 2003. The FK-12 Comet biplane first appeared in 1997 and 

the FK-14 Polaris in 1999. 
The high wing FK-9 in particular is a very popular aircraft in 

Europe and current production is running at one per week. Its 
sleeker sibling, the FK-14 is being produced at the rate of  one 

every five weeks. Ron has both 
the FK-9 and FK-14 available 
for demonstration and sale at 
Tauranga.

The FK-9 Mark IV 
The premise of  the FK-9 

is versatility. The composite 
fuselage has an additional tubular 
steel cockpit frame for crash 
protection. Wings are of  carbon 
fibre construction and the 
tailplane is aluminium. The FK-9 
offers up to 800km of  range and 
cruise speeds of  over 200km/h. 
Stall begins at 64km/h. Power 
is from the Rotax 912 or 912-S. 
Ron’s aircraft is fitted with the 
100hp 912-S option.

It is also fitted with optional 
folding wings. These require no 
special tools and just one person 
is able to fold the wings flush 
against the fuselage in barely 5 
minutes. This provides for very 
economical storage if  required 
and also the ability for the aircraft 
to be easily towed behind a car.

Cockpit doors are large and 
operated by gas struts and the 
cabin is roomy at 42” wide. Seat 
backs are adjustable and there 
is good luggage room available 
which is accessible from an 
external door.

The FK-9 is available in either 
nose or tail wheel configurations. 
Ron’s FK-9 is also fitted with 
a factory tow hook which 
Ron says is ideal for towing 
gliders or banners. The FK-9 
has performed well when used 
for glider towing in Germany, 
including for larger two place 
gliders.

The FK-14 Polaris
The FK-14 Polaris is 

marketed as a fast cruiser without 
compromise. It has a one piece 
canopy lifted by gas struts. Also 

powered by the Rotax 912 or 912-S (Ron’s has the 912-S), the FK-
14 cruises at up to 250km/r and climbs at up to 1500fpm. As with 
the FK-9, stall begins at 64km/h.

The high cruise speed is facilitated in part by an electric Fowler 

The FK-9 is available in either nose or tail wheel configurations.

Doors lift upwards for easy access. The tubular steel cockpit frame can be seen. 
Note also the access door to the luggage area and the towhook under the tail.

The FK-14 Polaris has electric Fowler flaps which allow wing extension of up to 
20%. Powered by a Rotax 912-S, it will cruise at up to 250km/h



than the ground feature that triggered it. 
Again think of  water in a stream and the 
standing waves you see downstream of  
a significant sized rock. Standing waves 
in the air can reach into the stratosphere, 
and Steve Fossett and Einar Enevoldson 
initially brought the Perlan Project here 
in 2002 in an attempt to take a glider that 
high. They weren’t successful and the 
project moved back to Argentina where in 
2005 they gained a world altitude record 
height of  15,460 meters (50,727 feet).

Daylight - the limiting factor
Because the Southern Alps and the 

North Island mountains of  the Rimutakas 
and Ruahines sit across our prevailing 
westerlies, our wave systems can cover the 
length of  the country. Once established 
in the smooth upward flow of  air at the 
leading edge of  a wave (and avoiding the 
downward flow in the back of  a system) 
a glider can fly huge distances in rising air 
without the need to turn. Using oxygen 
over 10,000 ft, useable daylight becomes 
the only limit to the length of  time a flight 
can take. 

A consuming sport
Record breaking flights such as Delore’s 

take a tremendous amount of  skill and 
planning, but many club pilots make use 
of  wave systems in combination with other 
lift types to fly tasks of  300 to 500 kms 
or simply to take themselves into scenic 
mountain areas. When learning to fly 
gliders, once the basic skills of  controlling 
the aircraft have been mastered, it is 
learning to identify and use lift to take 
your aircraft where you want it to go that 
is, to my mind, what makes gliding such 
a consuming sport. It is the pilot and his 
skills against the elements. You can always 
improve. No two flights are ever the same.

For more information
I’m Jill McCaw and I’m the editor of  

SoaringNZ. I’ve been gliding for more 
than twenty five years and I still think it 
is the best thing I ever learned to do. See 
the Gliding New Zealand website for the 
location of  your nearest club and come 
out and give it a try yourself. For feedback, 
queries and to subscribe to SoaringNZ, 
email me at soaringnz@mccawmedia.co.nz 

Ohlmann’s flight trace can be 
downloaded from http://records.fai.
org/file?i=1&f=15679    Delore’s can be 
downloaded from http://records.fai.org/
file?i=1&f=15678         

(07) 829 5940

021 289 5999
(07) 829 5940

Register as GA-LSA or Microlight

If you’re involved in an interesting aviation niche and would like to read about it here, then contact KiwiFlyer on 0800 KFLYER. 43
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Gliding 2499km in 14 hours
ON THE 13th of  December World 
Champion New Zealand glider pilot Terry 
Delore with co-pilot John Kokshoorn 
set a new world record in New Zealand. 
In a flight of  over 14 hours they flew a 
distance of  2499.2 km around a course 
with 3 turnpoints that took them 
across Cook Strait twice. Their 
average speed on course was 
227 kph. His rival, record setting 
pilot German Klaus Ohlmann, 
heard of  his efforts and the next 
day in Argentina (but because of  
international time zones the flights 
are recorded as the same day) beat 
his distance by 12 kilometres to 
take the record from him. Nothing 
however can take anything from 
Delore’s achievement. After the late 
Ray Lynskey’s 2000 km record in 
1990 it was thought that no more 
long distances gliding records were 
possible in New Zealand. Delore 
now has his sights set on a 3000 
km flight, and just for fun, he 
wants to fly from Bluff  to Cape 
Reinga. It won’t be a record, but it 
hasn’t been done before.

The mystery and principles of lift
How does he do it? How does 

an aircraft without an engine stay 
aloft so long and travel so far?

Gliders use energy from the 
atmosphere to gain height. They 
convert that height into distance 
when they want to travel. I’ll give 
you a very simplistic view of  the 
three types of  lift, the term glider 
pilots use to describe rising air. There are 
much more detailed explanations available 
on the web, in books or from your local 
gliding club should you wish to find out 
more. 

Thermals are convection currents caused 
by the sun heating the ground. Once the 
ground heats enough that the bubble of  

air above it breaks free and starts to rise, 
the resulting low pressure will pull the 
surrounding air into the space where it too 
will be heated and follow the original parcel 
of  air upwards. This creates continuous 
columns of  rising air, often capped by a 

flat bottomed fluffy cumulus cloud. Over-
development of  the clouds can eventually 
cut off  the sun and stop the ground 
warming - the air stops rising, the clouds 
dissipate, the sun breaks through, the 
ground warms and the cycle starts again.

To use thermal lift, the glider pilot must 
find the column of  rising air, find the core 

of  strongest lift and circle in it. This is a 
skill that develops with practice. There are 
clues to help find thermals. Heavy black 
flat bottomed cumulus will probably have 
lift under them. Ploughed paddocks heat 
faster than their green neighbours. Spotting 

birds or other gliders circling is 
nearly always a giveaway. It is 
a particularly joyful experience 
to take a thermal to cloud base, 
watching the altimeter climb.

Ridge lift is common in New 
Zealand. Many gliding airfields 
are sited near to a ridge that sits 
across the prevailing wind. Air 
is a fluid. Wind flowing across a 
ridge must be pushed up it on the 
upwind side. Think of  how water 
flows over rocks. There is a little 
wave that is higher than the rock. 
Air works in the same way and 
ridge lift will usually extend higher 
than the ridge itself. Geography 
and wind direction plays a part as 
the air will flow around the ends 
of  spurs and through gaps, but 
predominantly, air across a ridge 
flows up and over it. A glider can 
fly along this rising air gaining 
height. Long ridges like the Kaimai 
Ranges can let pilots run at high 
speed, not needing to turn to 
maintain height for the length of  
the ridge. Pilots in the Southern 
Alps can do the same using long 
spur lines down the side of  lakes 
and rivers.

The type of  lift that allowed 
Terry Delore and Klaus Ohlmann 

to complete their epic distance flights 
is called wave. Wave is an awesome 
phenomenon that happens when there is 
a significant ground feature, such as the 
Southern Alps or the Andes, sitting across 
a prevailing wind. Wave is the downwind 
ripples in the air after the ground feature 
and can rise to heights considerably higher 

Contributed by Jill McCaw

Wellington under cloud as the glider heads back across Cook Strait.

Terry Delore (front) and John Kokshoorn, happy and relaxed after the flight.

Gliders use wave (at left), ridge (centre) and thermal lift (at right)
to stay aloft, as illustrated by these diagrams. 

1st Lee Wave Secondary Wave Tertiary Wave

“Stacked” Lenticular Cloud

Cap Cloud

Rotor Rotor

“Window”

Decaying Cloud New Cumulus
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World Leading Magni Gyros are available to order in 
New Zealand. They arrive fully assembled and

test flown by the factory in Italy.
Choose Italian Style, Speed, and 

the Proven Reputation of 
many hundreds flying 

worldwide.

Spare Parts and Flight Training also available

Contact: Garry Belton
Phone: (06) 327 8778

Email: gyrogarry@infogen.net.nz

 Join the NZ Autogyro Association for just $35 per annum: Contact Caroline on 06 374 8958

in his immaculate Xenon two-place gyro 
from Otaki. John has flown over 87 hours 
in the nearly two years he has owned this 
beautiful machine. The more grass roots 
operators were ably represented by the 
likes of  veteran pilots Jim McEwen from 
Tauranga in his Dominator, Gary Skudder 
from Rotorua in his RAF 2000 and Ken 
Middleton in his Dominator from Marton. 
Dudley Welcome and Paul Shearer flew 
very well and added to the mix with their 
own single place machines. Oskar Stielau 
flew the billy-o out of  his little Gyrobee - a 
very buildable and affordable machine. 

One of  the other keen Dominator 
pilots, none other than the editor of  this 
magazine, did not actually bring his gyro to 
the event. However it was obvious (to those 
who know how to read the signs of  such 
things) that he soon displayed the telltale 
distracted tetchiness of  someone who had 
left home in Auckland full of  bravado 
about “not worrying about bringing his 
gyro” to the fly-in, only to jolly well wish 
he had in fact done so. The situation was 
soon alleviated when he was offered a fly in 
one of  the other Dominators present and 
he proceeded to bore holes in the sky with 
obvious delight. 

As was pointed out several times during 
the wet days, because we are so spread out 
as an association and because most of  us 
only see each other once a year, it is great 
just to be able to sit and talk. Any actual 
flying, while a bonus, is often a secondary 
consideration for many of  us. All I have to 
do next year is pitch my tent further away 
from anyone who might be given to high 
decibel snoring. And find a better thing to 
tie my 18 month old Labrador to than one 
of  the tent guy ropes. 
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NZ Autogyro Association Fly-in
THE MOST keenly anticipated 
event of  the year in the New Zealand 
autogyro world is the annual fly-in 
held at Dannevirke towards the end 
of  January. This year marks my 33rd 
anniversary of  attending this gathering 
and while I have not been to every 
annual event, I have kept up with the 
developments along the way. 

Three Decades Ago
The first time I saw a gyro fly was in 

1977 at the Taupo Gliding Club strip. 
The only machine there was a single 
place gyro powered by a Hillman Imp 
engine with a three-blade 
hand carved propeller. 
The pilot would fire off  
down the runway, rotors 
accelerating (looking 
not unlike a palm tree 
in a hurricane) and as 
he receded into the 
distance, eyes would 
be straining… Pretty 
soon there would be an 
animated discussion as 
to whether the wheels 
did in fact break free of  
the ground… for a brief  
moment... maybe. Or not. That’s really 
what it was like.

Contrast that with what we enjoyed 
in 2010 where one count saw 19 gyros, 
all but one capable of  flight that would 
have left our intrepid Hillman Imp 
powered aviator in the dust.

The New Generation
For over 20 years now we have 

been remarking how the emergence 
of  the Rotax engine, along with the 
development of  various converted car 
engines (mainly the Subaru variety), has 
really advanced our choice of  aviation. 
Saturday morning really emphasised 
how far we have come when no less 
than four German built Eagle gyros 
arrived in a group having made the 
flight from Hastings, after flying there 
from Tauranga the night before. The 
pilots were Tony Unwin, Sid Lane, 
Hub Hall and Mark Humbke. Some 
very spirited flying ensued throughout 
the day, in particular with Sid and Tony 
practicing their routine for the up-
coming Tauranga Airshow. Tony’s gyro 
even had a smoke device fitted. Add to 
this the great flying done by numerous 

other pilots, the fabulous weather and 
the chance to catch up with old friends; 
it was a fantastic day for all.

AGM Time
Sunday and Monday’s weather 

was far less appealing with frequent 
showers somewhat derailing most of  
the proceedings. This gave us a chance 
to hold the AGM on Sunday morning 
without wasting valuable flying time. 
First order of  the day was a moments 
silence for Stephen Chubb, our NZAA 
president who was tragically taken in 
November 2009. Stephen was very 

conspicuous by his 
absence at this fly-in. 
His quiet, unflappable 
and utterly selfless 
enthusiasm was sorely 
missed. Always the most 
likely pilot to be seen 
endlessly giving rides to 
interested folk, Stephen 
introduced many many 
people to the joys of  
gyro flight. 

Sid Lane won the 
Man & machine trophy 
this year, though 

because his Eagle MTO gyro was 
almost sort of  identical to the other 
three Eagles present he had to have 
done something special to distinguish 
himself. How about a 5700 km, 40 
flying hour trip over seven flying days, 
circumnavigating New Zealand? Sid 
told me he went right around the coast 
too, none of  this cutting across corners 
stuff. He was deeply in awe of  some 
of  the rugged and impossible country 
and seascape he flew over. He referred 
to his route as the ‘Captain Cook’ route 
because mostly he flew pretty much 
where the good Captain would have 
sailed. A wonderful achievement.

Other Weekend Highlights
The only pilot to brave the 

conditions on Sunday and Monday 
was Grant Simpson of  Taumarunui. It 
takes a fair bit to keep this guy down. 
Flying the 2-place Dominator he 
recently bought from Bill Black of  Te 
Anau, Grant proceeded to strike terror 
into the heart of  every magpie and 
duck in the vicinity of  the airfield. 

Another highlight of  the weekend 
was the visit made by John Rochfort 

Contributed by
Gordon Gibson

Three Eagle gyros arrived in formation from Tauranga via 
Hastings. Note the magpies joining in the fun.

At left: Grant Simpson commences a steep takeoff from barely a metre of ground roll in his 
tandem Autoflight Dominator. At right: Oskar Stielau performs for the crowd in his Gyrobee.

John Rochfort has put 87 hours on his immaculate Xenon
gyro during the last two years.

The Dannevirke clubrooms provided appreciated shelter during 
inclement weather. Jim McEwen’s Dominator is in the foreground.
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Products and Services

“THE FIRST IN SYNTHETICS”

The world’s first synthetic motor oil. 
Available for 4 stroke and 2 cycle engines.
Premix ratios of 50:1 and 100:1
Suitable for all non-certified engines.

Contact: 
Richard Lowen 021 106 4319 

or Wayne Hill 03 338 3255

email: hillcars@es.co.nz

www.syntheticoil.co.nz
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The Waharoa Rumble - 2010
NEW ZEALAND’S premier IMAC 
aerobatics competition was held over 
the weekend of  28 – 31 January at the 
Matamata Piako Model Aero Club, 
Matamata. This annual event, organised by 
Frazer Briggs and Shaun Mitchell, is gaining 
in reputation and statue as being one of  the 
best and most enjoyable flying contests of  
its type in the Southern Hemisphere. 

This year was the biggest yet, with 52 
pilots competing over 5 different classes 
– Basic (10 pilots), Sportsman (17 pilots), 
Intermediate (17 pilots), Advanced (4 
pilots) and Unlimited (4 pilots). 2010 saw 
a large increase in competitors, up from 
35 in 2009. The organisers are extremely 
happy at the increasing interest and the 
fact the competition is growing with each 
successive year.

The event is becoming truly 
international with a large contingent of  
Australian pilots (7) and an American pilot 
competing along with Kiwi flyers from 
Whangarei to Christchurch and many 
places in between. 

On each of  the 3 days, as with any 
IMAC aerobatics competition, the pilots are 
required to fly two different predetermined 
sequences of  manoeuvres, the knowns 
and the unknowns. The knowns are a set 
of  standard manoeuvres that are set by 
the international IMAC ruling body for 
competition every year. The unknowns are 
a sequence of  manoeuvres that the pilots 
are given only the night before. Thus they 
do not have the opportunity to practise the 
unknowns and essentially they must fly this 
part of  the competition “cold turkey”. 

As an aid to help them visualise the 
manoeuvres many pilots use a small plane 
on a stick to run through the sequence and 
aspect of  the aircraft in flight. Competition 
of  this nature is not just getting up there 
and roaring around showing off  your flying 
skills. (Anybody can do that at the aero 
club on a weekend.)  Aerobatics at this 
level requires intense concentration, control 
and precision. It is a real mental challenge 
and there is also the fickle weather, wind, 
humidity and visibility to contend with.

Due to the costs and difficulties of  
travelling with their expensive and fragile 
planes, overseas pilots at Waharoa usually 
fly with borrowed aircraft. This adds 
another dimension for them to contend 
with. Generally however, a few practice 
flights gets them familiar with the aircraft 
and this doesn’t prove to be too much of  a 
handicap.

Adam Talbot, an Unlimited Class pilot 
from Adelaide, was competing in his 
second rumble and rates this competition 
as a fun event with great facilities. He 
expects to keep making the trip across the 
ditch to compete every year. Adam has not 
been flying in the Unlimited Class for very 
long but enjoys the challenge of  being able 
to pit his skills against world class pilots like 
Frazer Briggs.

Hailing from Apache Junction, Arizona, 
John Heigel was also here for his second 
visit to the Waharoa Rumble competition. 
John has a long association with IMAC 
competitions in the United States and has 
hosted Frazer Briggs and the New Zealand 
team at the major Tucson international 
competition for the last six years.  

John competes at the Advanced level 
and is also a regular judge at the Tucson 
Shootout meet. He rates the Rumble as a 
good competition, big in comparison to 
ones held in the US and says the weather 
and flying conditions are more enjoyable to 
the extremes of  heat and wind they have to 
contend with back home.

Also flying at the Advanced level was a 
talented 16 year old flyer from Towoomba, 
Queensland, Aaron Garle. Aaron has been 
flying model aircraft from a very early age, 
thanks to a dad who is also a passionate 
aero modeller.  

Needless to say, a lot of  the more 
mature competition flyers are relishing the 
challenge of  these new kids on the block. 
This type of  competition is fostering young 
flyers who are able to start at the basic level 
and work their way up the ranks.  

The future for the Waharoa Rumble 
looks positive and if  this year is any 
indication, the competition looks set to 
get stronger and stronger as word spreads 
and more and more flyers make this annual 
pilgrimage to the Waikato for a weekend of  
excitement, action and all round good fun.

Results were based on two day’s of  
flying, after rain forced cancellation of  
airborne activity on the Sunday.
Basic - Jeff  Winter (1), Kerry Nichols (2), 
Vaughan Friedrich (3).
Sportsman - Bill Bland (Aus)(1), Stephen 
Greig(2), Jon Berger (3).
Intermediate - Steve Gene (1), Alex 
Hewson (2), Hamish Galloway (3).
Advanced - Mark Hansen (Aus)(1), Aaron 
Garle (Aus)(2), John Heigl (USA)(3).
Unlimited - Chris Brislin (Aus)(1), Frazer 
Briggs (2), Grant Finlay (3).

Contributed by Janice Angus

Adam and John Butler carrying their aircraft
back to the pits.

In the pits at the Waharoa Rumble

Brett Cudby (New Plymouth) fine tuning his routine

John Heigl from Apache Junction Arizona

The Australian team: L to R, Chris Bisslin, Mark 
Hansen, Adam Talbot,Bill Bland, Steve Richardson, 

David Rooke and Aaron Garle.



ARRIVALS - January/February 2010   
AWK Cessna 560 Airwork Flight Operations Limited  Auckland Aeroplane 
BGY Jabiru Jabiru J160 U/L Mr I F Boag  Palmerston North Microlight Class 2
CCB Morgan Aero Works Cheetah Mr J B S Farmer  Auckland  Microlight Class 2 
CON Bennett Condor Kereru Trust  Wanganui  Microlight Class 2 
EDY Zenair CH701 STOL Mr G L Eady  Whangarei  Microlight Class 2 
FRG Kubícek BB22Z Mr P M Hicks  Matamata  Balloon 
GDR Schempp-Hirth Ventus-2b Sailplane Services 2005 Limited  Drury  Glider 
GHB Grob G 103 C Twin III SL Gliding Hawkes Bay & Waipukurau Inc  Hastings  Power Glider 
GTG Schleicher ASK 21 Taupo Gliding Club (Inc)  Taupo  Glider 
HIE Robinson R22 Beta Helicare Maintenance Limited  Nelson  Helicopter 
HUL McDonnell Douglas 500N Station Air Ltd  Peel Forest  Helicopter 
HUY Robinson R22 Beta Pacific Aircraft Services Limited  Christchurch  Helicopter 
HZH Hughes 369E Blue Mountain Helicopters Limited  Taupo  Helicopter 
IHT Aerospatiale AS 350B2 Alpine Choppers Limited  Queenstown  Helicopter 
IJE Canadian Home Rotors Safari John & Simonne Eaton  North Shore City  Amateur Built Helicopter 
KAO Pacific Aerospace 750XL Pacific Aerospace Limited  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
KAQ Pacific Aerospace 750XL Pacific Aerospace Limited  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
KIW AutoGyro Europe MT03 eagle Gyrate NZ Limited  Mount Maunganui  Microlight Class 2 
KTZ Cessna 152 Air Manawatu Ltd  Feilding  Aeroplane 
PIP Flylight Flylight Dragonfly Mr I Davidson-Watts  Greymouth  Microlight Class 1 
RBG AutoGyro Europe MT03 eagle Mr O H Stielau  North Shore City Microlight Class 2 
SBW Skyboard Coba K Whisper Mr R Harris  Temuka  Glider 
SBX Skyboard Coba K Black Mr R Harris  Temuka  Aeroplane 
SRN Sigma Aircraft Sigma-4 Mr M Vassiliev  Christchurch  Microlight Class 2 
SXY Czech Aircraft Works Sportcruiser Aerosport Aviation Limited  Cambridge  Microlight Class 2 

TRANSFERS - January/February 2010   
BPS Cessna 172A Mr G D Monk  Hokitika  Aeroplane 
CDL Tecnam P92 Echo Super Leading Edge Aviation Limited  Helensville  Microlight Class 2 
CFD Cessna 172D SAB Avionics limited  Wanaka  Aeroplane 
CPA Jabiru Jabiru J200 Van der Hulst Ltd  Dargaville  Microlight Class 2 
CTQ Alpha R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
CTR Alpha R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
CTS Alpha R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
CTT Alpha R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
CTV Alpha R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
CTX Alpha R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
CTY Alpha R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
CXF Cessna 150H AERO-FX LIMITED  Nelson  Aeroplane 
CXG Cessna 150H CXG Syndicate  Manukau  Aeroplane 
DAH Cessna A185E NZSKYDIVE Limited  Pokeno  Aeroplane 
DKM Cessna 172M Mr M Punch  Wanganui  Aeroplane 
DLN Piper PA-28-180 Aeromotive Limited  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
DNS Cessna 172M Air Fiordland Limited  Te Anau  Aeroplane 
DQN Lake LA-4-200 Mr P W Dalley  Christchurch  Aeroplane 
DXP Cessna 172M Gulf Island Air  Kerikeri  Aeroplane 
EKG Cessna 172N Air Hawkes Bay Limited  Hastings  Aeroplane 
ELF Cessna 172N Helipro Aviation Training Limited  Paraparaumu  Aeroplane 
EWA Cessna R172K Ben & Theresa Geertson  Waipukurau  Aeroplane 
FGZ Cessna 182N NZSKYDIVE Limited  Pokeno  Aeroplane 
FJH Cessna P206E Manuka Air Limited  Methven  Aeroplane 
FXY Alpha R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
GDG DG Flugzeugbau DG-1000S Wanganui Manawatu Gliding Club (Inc)  Palmerston North 
GES PZL-Swidnik PW-5 “Smyk” Y K Belworthy  Tauranga  Glider 
GNT Schleicher ASW 20C Mr D d S F Fagundes  Paraparaumu  Glider 
GRY Schempp-Hirth Ventus-2cT Mr A P Belworthy  Tauranga  Power Glider 
GTX Schempp-Hirth Ventus cT Edwards/Noble TX Syndicate  Auckland  Power Glider 
HEN Kawasaki BK117 B-1 Skyline Aviation Limited  Napier Helicopter 
HFG Robinson R44 II Helilease Intl. Trust  Auckland  Helicopter 
HHC Bell 206B Ashworth Helicopters (2009) Ltd  Gisborne  Helicopter 
HHG Hughes 369D Ashworth Helicopters (2009) Ltd  Gisborne  Helicopter 
HIY Robinson R22 Beta Alton Drilling Limited  Karamea  Helicopter 
HJW Robinson R22 Beta Valley Helicopters Limited  Paeroa  Helicopter 
HKC Eurocopter AS 350 B3 Helicopter Services (BOP) Ltd  Taupo  Helicopter 
HKC Eurocopter AS 350 B3 Helicopter Services Support Limited  Taupo  Helicopter 
HLS Eurocopter AS 350 B3 Precision Helicopters Ltd  Urenui  Helicopter 
HLY Robinson R44 Duncan Storrier Holdings limited  Ashburton  Helicopter 
HMC Schweizer 269C-1 Helicopter Flight Training  Auckland  Helicopter 
HOQ Hughes 369D Heliraro Ltd Brian McBride  Franz Josef Glacier  Helicopter 
HWT Robinson R44 Mr D J Irvine  Christchurch  Helicopter 
HWT Robinson R44 New Zealand Paradise Holidays Ltd  Auckland  Helicopter 
HXS Hughes 269C Heavy Jet (Auckland) Limited  Auckland  Helicopter 
HXS Hughes 269C Helicopter Flight Training  Auckland  Helicopter 
HXT Robinson R44 II Mr G J Pender  Wanaka  Helicopter 
HZP Hughes 369E Precision Helicopters Ltd  Urenui  Helicopter 
IAN Robinson R44 Frontier Helicopters Limited  Whakatane  Helicopter 
IKJ Eurocopter AS 350 B3 Volcanic Air Safaris Limited  Rotorua  Helicopter 
IPM Schweizer 269C-1 Mr P E Maw  Matakohe  Helicopter 
ISA Robinson R44 II Ashworth Helicopters (2009) Ltd  Gisborne  Helicopter 
IXP Robinson R44 Mr G A MacPhee  Marton  Helicopter 
JEV Micro Aviation B22 Bantam Mr A G McMaster  West Coast  Microlight Class 2 
JIZ Rans S-6ES Coyote II Mr D R Hopkins  Otago  Microlight Class 2 
JOX Rand Kar Xair Waikato Microlight Club (Inc)  Hamilton  Microlight Class 2 
KCW Cessna 177RG The Mary Francis Law Trust  Kawerau  Aeroplane 
KHM Pitts S-2B Aerostunts Limited  Christchurch  Aeroplane 
LTF Tecnam P92 Echo Super Mr R A Owen  Christchurch Microlight Class 2 
MBA Piper PA-34-220T Izard Pacific Aviation Ltd  Taupo  Aeroplane 
MBD Czech Aircraft Works Sportcruiser Mr M Deane  Whangamata  Microlight Class 2 
MDV Cessna 172N MDR Aviation Ltd  North Shore City Aeroplane 
MTO AutoGyro Europe MT03 eagle D M and P M Hall  Te Awamutu  Microlight Class 2 
MXP Cessna R172K G A Leasing Limited  Manukau  Aeroplane 
NFO Cessna 152 Air Manawatu Ltd  Feilding  Aeroplane 
NFS Piper PA-34-200 Southlink International Limited  Christchurch  Aeroplane 
continued over page...

NEW AIRCRAFT  |  USED AIRCRAFT  |  ROTARY AND FIXED WING MAINTENANCE
Hawker Pacific are New Zealand’s one-stop rotary and fixed wing maintenance facility under one roof at Ardmore.
Contact Peter McCarty on 09 295 0665,  email: peter.mccarty@hawkerpacific.com www.hawkerpacific.com

DIAMOND  DA20

DIAMOND  DA42

BELL 407

BELL 429

KING AIR 350

BEECHCRAFT BARON G58
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THIS MD 520N Helicopter is the newest 
addition to the Station Air Ltd fleet and will 
be used along side it’s smaller 500C model 
brother for general lifting, mustering, farm 
work and hunting.  

Laurie Prouting (Station Air CEO) 
travelled to Georgetown in the States to 
inspect the helicopter before flying it 8.5 
hours to Falcon Field where they packed it 
into a container. It arrived in NZ on Boxing 
Day. The aircraft was selected because it’s 
a Notar, (no tail rotor), being a big plus 
for safety and much quieter for operating 
in National Parks and other DOC estate. 
ZK-HUL was built in 1993 and was sent 
to Turkey but was never put into service 
until being shipped back to the States in 
2001 where it was privately owned. It now 
has 1008 hours total time and is in pristine 
condition. Fitted with “much more radio 
gear than necessary”, it also has an intelli-
start to prevent hot starts.

Laurie said he is enjoying flying this 
new helicopter but feels a little bad about 
already having had the dogs in the back. 
They certainly enjoyed the plush carpet on 
the floor!

Contributed by Penny Belworthy

ZK-HUL  MD520N

ZK-FRG Kubicek Balloon

OWNED by husband and wife team Paul 
& Marie Hicks, this balloon is a first of  
type for NZ. Manufactured by Kubicek 
Balloon and Airships of  the Czech 
Republic, what sets this balloon apart from 
others is the polyester fabric used for the 
envelope which has significantly higher 
durability than nylon fabric at comparable 

temperatures. Because of  this, the balloon 
is able to be heated to higher temperatures 
therefore achieving greater height in flight.

Paul and Marie have been into 
ballooning for 4 years with this upgrade 
from a sports model enabling more 
adventure flying. The balloon is fitted with 
brand new Ignis burners and 2 German 
stainless steel Schroeder 70litre tanks 
having a minimum range of  1.5 hours. The 
basket is made of  cane, wood and leather. 
It can carry up to three people and will be 
used for private flying only. 

ZK-CCB Morgan Cheetah
WHAT ATTRACTED Jon Farmer to this 
particular type of  aircraft was the stated 
180hour construction time, however as he 
should have known (having already built 7 
aircraft), they always take longer than you 
think. So 2 years later his first all metal 
aircraft is finished and ready for test flying.

The Cheetah is a 2 seat side by side 
aircraft, designed and manufactured by 
Morgan Aeroworks of  Australia. It is 
powered by a Rotax 912 and will cruise at 
100+ knots, has a range of  4 hours and 
stalls at 30kts negating the need for flaps. 
It has a steel tube fuselage with one piece 
fibreglass undercarriage and spring steel 
nose wheel. The wings are tapered both in 
thickness and in chord and are designed to 
be fabric covered although Jon decided that 
his wings and fuselage should be covered in 
aluminium. Thus only the tail plane is fabric 
covered. 

The Cheetah has a roomy cockpit and 
three luggage storage areas, two behind the 
pilot and the third just behind the fire wall. 
Another alteration to the original design is a 
bubble canopy that Jon has fitted for better 
visibility. The aircraft has had its first fast 
taxi run and will soon be ready to take to 
the air.                     ...continued over page
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... continued from previous page
OLV Cessna 152 Air Manawatu Ltd  Feilding  Aeroplane 
OPA Vans RV-6 Ross Family Trust  Albany  Amateur Built Aeroplane 
PAI Cessna TU206A Adventure Aviation (NZ) Limited  Mount Maunganui  Aeroplane 
PAS Jodel D.11 AERO-FX LIMITED  Nelson  Amateur Built Aeroplane 
PKT Alpi Aviation Pioneer 200 ALPI Aviation NZ Limited  Kaukapakapa  Microlight Class 2 
RMU Gippsland GA200C M Hargreaves Ltd  Maungaturoto  Aeroplane 
SDT Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600 Kairanga Aviation Ltd  Palmerston North  Aeroplane 
TAW Piper PA-38-112 Helipro Aviation Training Limited  Paraparaumu  Aeroplane 
TOD Cessna 152 Air Manawatu Ltd  Feilding  Aeroplane 
TZD Robin R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
TZF Robin R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
TZM Robin R2160 Hamilton Aero Maintenance Ltd  Hamilton  Aeroplane 
WAT Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600 Wanganui Aero Work (2004) Ltd  Wanganui  Aeroplane 
WGE Cessna 172K Adventure Aviation (NZ) Limited  Mount Maunganui  Aeroplane 
WIK Dyn’ Aero MCRO1 Club Mr H A Lockie  North Shore City  Microlight Class 2 
WIM First Strike Supercat Mr J R Middlewood  Darfield Microlight Class 1 
YOG AutoGyro Europe MT03 eagle Mr M Humbke  Tauranga  Microlight Class 2 
YRA Yakovlev Yak-52 Mr A Chernigovskiy  Christchurch  Aeroplane 

DEPARTURES - January/February 2010  
AFO De Havilland DH 82A Tiger Moth Mr J P Galpin  Te Puke  Aeroplane W/D 
ALN De Havilland DH 94 Moth Minor Mr J P Galpin  Te Puke  Aeroplane W/D 
AWK Cessna 560 Airwork Flight Operations Limited  Manukau  Aeroplane Exp 
BFG De Havilland DH 82A Tiger Moth Mr J P Galpin  Te Puke  Aeroplane W/D 
FRE Boeing 737-3U3 Air New Zealand Ltd  Auckland  Aeroplane Exp 
GLM Schempp-Hirth Janus Wellington Gliding Club (Inc)  Lower Hutt  Glider Exp 
GLN Schempp-Hirth Mini-Nimbus HS 7 Lima November Syndicate  Glider Dest 
GVP Schempp-Hirth Ventus b/16.6 Mr R Annabell  Manukau  Glider Dest 
GWN PZL-Swidnik PW-5 “Smyk” Wellington Gliding Club (Inc)  Lower Hutt  Glider Exp 
HEL Hughes 369D Heli Sika Limited  Taupo  Helicopter Exp 
HSN Aerospatiale AS 350BA Heli Support New Zealand Limited  Wanaka  Helicopter Exp 
HVX Schweizer 269C-1 Heliflight Ltd  Papakura  Helicopter Dest 
IMK Eurocopter AS 350 B3 Heli-Works Queenstown Helicopters Ltd  Queenstown  Helicopter Exp 
IMN Kawasaki BK117 B-2 Heli-Works Queenstown Helicopters Ltd  Queenstown  Helicopter Exp 
IXW Eurocopter EC 130 B4 Advanced Flight Limited  Auckland  Helicopter Exp 
JNC Boeing 737-376 Jetconnect Limited  Manukau  Aeroplane Exp 
KWI Cessna 210R Unicab Marketing Ltd  North Shore City  Aeroplane Exp 
LTA Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600 Farmers Air Ltd  Gisborne  Aeroplane Dest 
LYP Britten-Norman BN2A-27 Air Chathams Limited  Chatham Islands  Aeroplane Exp 
MAD Pitts S-2B The Great Stunt Company  Papakura  Aeroplane Dest 
MBR Socata TB 10 Mr M Ramamirtham  Malaysia Aeroplane Exp 
PMD Thruster Aircraft Thruster E D Syme  Ashburton  Microlight C1 W/D 
RAZ UFO Helithruster Mr N R Adlam  New Plymouth  Gyroplane Dest 
REL Auto Flight Ltd Tandem Dominator Walnut Ridge Limited  Cromwell  Microlight C2 Dest 
SAY Roko Aero NG-4 ML Aerosport Aviation Limited  Cambridge  Microlight C2 Exp 
ZII Micro Aviation B10 Bantam Mr S C Brooking  Wairoa  Microlight C1 W/D 

ZK-CON  Condor
BILL BENNETT’S Condor is basically 
Minicab but has been constructed from 
Jodel D11 plans reducing the total weight 
so that it fits in the microlight class. Bill, 
a cabinet builder by trade, has always had 
a love for working with wood so when a 
mate offered him the bits and pieces that 
he had to build a Minicab, Bill decided to 
build a two seat aircraft that would fit into 
the microlight class. Three years later the 
Condor is just on finished and should fly 
for the first time in March. 

ZK-CON has the same shaped fuselage 
as a Minicab but the wings have been 
modified to include flaps and it sits on an 
RV4 undercarriage. It will be powered with 
a new ULPower 260I engine from Belgium. 
A total of  4 engines have been brought into 
New Zealand, one having been installed 
into a Bantam by Max Clear. With the new 
propeller arriving at Christmas time and the 
fibreglass cowls currently being constructed 
the Condor should soon be completed and 
ready to fly. Bill’s son Mike will probably do 
most of  the flying while Bill continues to 
fly his Pelican. 

ZK-GHB
Grob G103 C Twin III SL
GHB is a new power glider for the Hawkes 
Bay & Waipukurau Gliding Club. President 
David Davidson said that at this time 
the Glider which is being imported from 
America is still on the water and is expected 
to arrive at the end of  the month. The Club 
had decided to get all the paper work sorted 
out so that when the Glider arrived they 
would be all set to go. 

This is a two seat model, (a twin ship 
to their existing one) and is self  launching 
with a Rotax 505A engine that will fold 
neatly into the fuselage after launch. The 
glider is aerobatic rated although it is not 
the clubs plan to use this capability, rather 
the glider will be for training purposes. The 
club is pleased to have secured the GHB 
registration, standing for Gliding Hawkes 
Bay, as their existing glider is registered 
GYP, YP being short for Waipukurau.

ZK-GDR 
Schempp-Hirth Ventus 2b
THIS GLIDER was imported into New 
Zealand via Sailplane Services of  Drury, 
Auckland, by its American owner and is 
one of  4 gliders that were introduced on 
to the NZ Gliding register at the end of  
last year by the company. It is currently 
hangered in Omarama.

The Ventus 2b, of  composite 
construction, is substantially changed from 
its similarly named predecessor. It has a 
completely new Discus plan form wing 
with winglets and a larger/wider fuselage 
of  15 m. As a flapped sailplane, this 15 
m version complies with the 15 m World 
Championships racing class. The design has 
been very successful with consecutive wins 
from 1995 to 2003.

Sailplane Services is a well known and 
very experienced business in the glider 
fraternity that focuses on refurbishment 
and repair of  gliders. In recent years the 
company has expanded from Drury into 
other fields and is increasingly involved 
in general aviation as more composite 
airframes enter the market. They also work 
closely with the CAA and GNZ (Gliding 
New Zealand) and can facilitate the import 
and export of  gliders.

ZK-SRN Sigma 4 
IMPORTED by Maxim Vassiliev, the 
Sigma-4 was designed in Russia by the 
Russian Avia – Designing Company and 
has a very unique and distinctive shape with 
its egg like cockpit for two side by side. 

The main fuselage is of  all metal 
construction with the outer skin of  the 
cockpit and wings made from three layer 
fibre-glass panels with plastic foam filler. 
Power is from a Rotax 912 ULS engine. 
The semi cantilever high wing is equipped 
with slotted flaps and dropped ailerons. 
The aircraft sits on a tricycle undercarriage 
but can be fitted with floats or skies. It 
cruises at 90kts and stalls at 35kts and has 
a climb out rate of  around 1000 fpm. The 
Sigma 4 has been flying in Russia for the 
last five years and was designed for training, 
tourism and sport.

NZTE supporting New Zealand aviation

NEW ZEALAND TRADE AND ENTERPRISE supports 
businesses to grow internationally through a range of  services and 
programmes, including advice, training, mentoring, funding, and 
business and market development assistance for businesses of  all 
sizes – from start ups to groups of  established exporters. Many of  
these are open to all businesses, while some have eligibility criteria 
around firm size or level of  development. 

The past few years have been tough for New Zealand businesses, 
and the aviation industry hasn’t been immune to the challenges that 
have arisen from the global recession. 

However, while the global aerospace industry 
faces major challenges in the short term as a result 
of  the recent financial crisis, and in the longer 
term from rising fuel prices and environmental 
concerns, it remains an essential industry for New 
Zealand and offers substantial opportunity for 
business growth.

Exports from the aviation sector, excluding Air New Zealand’s 
passenger operations, were $800 million in 2006, and the industry’s 
goal is to increase this to $2 billion by 2020. NZTE is committed 
to supporting the wider industry achieve this target, and to further 
strengthen New Zealand’s capability and expertise in areas such 
as airline, military and helicopter pilot training; maintenance, 
repair and overhaul; VIP aircraft interior fit-out; light aircraft 
manufacturing; and technology based services.

NZTE has worked closely with Aviation New Zealand since it 
was established, and we continue to provide significant support 
to champion the international development of  the aviation 
industry, encourage scale through collaboration to target specific 
opportunities and to connect international customers with New 
Zealand solutions. 

Thinking globally
Global trends such as growing competition from low labour 

cost countries; the centralisation of  modern aircraft maintenance, 
repair and overhaul by original equipment manufacturers; the push 
to maintain quality and ensure regulatory compliance; and of  course 
the global economic environment and rising fuel costs, all impact 
on the local aviation industry. 

If  New Zealand is to remain competitive and exploit 
opportunities in international markets, the industry needs to: 
• Continue to concentrate on developing specialised products and 

services, using design, applied technologies and new materials 
that increase efficiency, reduce weight and lower costs for 
aviation customers, and enhance safety.

• Focus on market niches that are less vulnerable to higher fuel 
costs and reduced demand, where quality is more important 

than price, service differentiation is possible and margin is high.
• Effectively position New Zealand’s capabilities to meet global 

demands by raising market awareness and facilitating market 
penetration using both export and in-market delivery models.

• Coordinate, efforts to overcome lack of  scale and offer total 
solutions that deliver stable, ongoing business.  

• Integrate companies more effectively into global value chains and 
make New Zealand a credible option for overseas companies 
interested in becoming more involved with the industry here.

Many New Zealand aviation companies are already responding 
to global trends and demands, and there are exciting opportunities 
to connect the aviation industry to emerging technology such as 
titanium, where New Zealand has a growing reputation for making 
titanium powders faster, more cleanly and better than anyone else. 

NZTE’s support for the industry is purposely focused on 
assisting New Zealand aviation to transform itself  into a more 
specialised, globally-connected, high margin, sustainable service and 
manufacturing industry based on 21st century technologies. We are 
working closely with Aviation New Zealand and individual firms on 
a programme of  coordinated effort in capability building, market 

positioning and development, and investment 
over a three–five year period.

Over the next few months in particular, 
the focus will be on the priority markets of  
North and South Asia, America, the Middle 
East and Europe. Events such as the Singapore 
Aerospace Expo and the Hamburg Aircraft 
Interiors Expo are important avenues for New 

Zealand companies to showcase their innovation, products and 
services. They are also a mechanism to explore alternative market 
opportunities, and get exposure to wider developments within the 
industry as a whole. NZTE will be providing in-market support at 
these and other events and activities being coordinated by Aviation 
New Zealand in key markets.

Helping businesses grow internationally
NZTE’s network of  international offices means that we have the 

ability to help businesses grow by building alliances and developing 
strategic commercial relationships overseas. These alliances 
can provide access to international distribution networks; new 
markets, skills and technology; and investment capital. Our global 
network of  staff  is tapped into aviation trends and developments 
in international markets, and NZTE has a significant amount of  
market specific intelligence and research that can help businesses 
stay on top of  these. I urge companies to take a look at these 
resources on our website, and to get in touch if  there are specific 
markets and issues you would like assistance with.

NZTE is committed to the aviation industry and we will 
continue working closely with companies to help them make 
the most of  new market opportunities and achieve international 
success. NZTE’s overall goal is to help firms create new and 
sustainable wealth for New Zealand, and the aviation industry 
is well positioned to contribute to this. We have the abilities and 
technologies to do some very special things and put New Zealand 
aviation on the world stage. The building blocks are in place and we 
have new innovations and new developments ready to go.

More information is available from www.nzte.govt.nz

Peter Smyth is a Sector Manager for New 
Zealand Trade and Enterprise (NZTE), based 
in Hamilton. He is a member of  the Aviation 
Industry Cluster Advisory Board and has extensive 
experience in the aviation industry. 

NZTE is the New Zealand Government’s 
national economic development agency. Through 
a network of  offices worldwide, NZTE aims 
to improve the international competitiveness and 
sustained profitability of  NZ business by providing 
access to people, knowledge and opportunities. 

by Peter Smythe

“I urge companies... to 
get in touch if there are 

specific markets and 
issues you would like 

assistance with.”
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E: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
P: 0800 KFLYER (0800 535 937) 

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

A space this size is available from only $75+gst. 
Reach thousands of aviation enthusiasts including 
every aircraft operator and aviation business in NZ. 

The April issue deadline is 31st March

Shoreline Helicopters Ltd
Flight Training

Hughes 300
Part 141

Flight Testing
Agriculture Ratings

Part 135 and 137 Checks
Servicing the North and South Islands

Contact: Rick Graham    Ph/Fax 06 836 6798    Mobile 027 443 3537
email: shlineheli@xtra.co.nz     www.shorelinehelicopters.co.nz

Based in sunny Hawkes Bay

Personalised FLIGHT TRAINING   .  THEORY  .  RATINGS

Ph/Fax: 09 298 1899
or 0508 CHOPPER

E: info@chopper.co.nz

www.chopper.co.nz

CHARTER  .  SCENICS  .  BANNERS  .  H300  .  R44  .  B206

Ensure your business is promoted in the next issue of KiwiFlyer.  Email your requirements to editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz                    53

Training Services

Train for an Airline
With an Airline

+ Get up to date industry training
+ Get increased job opportunities
+ Get operational airline experience

>  MULTI ENGINE COMMAND 
   CONSOLIDATION PACKAGES

>  MULTI ENGINE INSTRUMENT RATINGS
>  TYPE RATINGS
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Own your OWN airfield !

10 shares are available in
Waihi Beach airfield

(3 sold already)

Council approval for Hangars
120m2 per share

$110,000 per share

Genuine enquiries to
Tim: 027 417 2204 or Ron: 027 333 3831 

Reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers with your 
classified advertisement
For private advertisers, classified advertising in KiwiFlyer is discounted to only $35 including 
GST for 50 words and a colour photograph. Or pay by column space at the rate of only $10 
including GST per column centimetre.

Post this coupon with your cheque made out to Kiwi Flyer Limited to Kiwi Flyer Classifieds,
PO Box 72-841, Papakura, Auckland 2244.

Or fax with your VISA or Mastercard details to (09) 929 3079. We use Paymate to process 
credit card transactions - your payment will appear on your statement as a payment to 
“Paymate”. Photographs can be emailed to: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz

Classified deadline for the next issue is 5th April. Don’t forget to include your contact details 
in your advertisement. My photo is enclosed / emailed / not required (circle one).

Heading:

Text:

Name on Card:

VISA or M/C:

Expires: /

Please charge my
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Under 2500 hours since new. Over 1000 hours 
to next overhaul. Dual radios and VOR’s,
3 axis autopilot, ADF, DME, HSI, GPS.

No damage history. Quick and economical. Great for 
personal transport. $157500 plus GST if sold in NZ.

Phone 06 357 1581 or 027 2887881 
Email: smethurst@excalibur.co.nz  

1983 PIPER ARROW MkIV ZK-LGL

2005 model R22 Beta II for sale with 1800hrs total 
time and in very straight condition. Call for details.

R44 Astro for sale. 1934hrs with 12 yearly inspection 
and engine overhaul completed in 2008. 

Phone Brett at Heliflite Pacific on 09 299 9442.

Robinson R22 Beta II and R44 Astro

2006 CESSNA 172S SKYHAWK SP   ZK-JSD
Exterior: Vestal White with Maroon, Grey & Tan accent 
trim as factory new. Pristine Interior: Taupe Leather. 
Factory original & pristine engine & prop. 247 Hours 
total time since new. 180 HP. Garmin 1000 NAV-III 
Package. Transponder. Bendix-King 
Autopilot with Alt Hold. $385,650 inc GST if any.

1976 ROCKWELL COMMANDER 114   ZK-LMH
Only 1595 hours since new. 260HP engine. 692 since 
top o/h. 408 hrs to TBO. Prop 1595 since new. King 
avionics with dual NAV-COMS, ADF, Transponder, 
GPS, Autopilot. Roomy and rugged 4 seater with 
1042lbs useful. Fresh 100hour and ARA. 
$149,900 +GST if sold in NZ.  

1982 CESSNA STATIONAIR U206-G   ZK-JCS
5585 hrs since new. Engines 1165 hrs since major o/h. 
268 since top o/h. Bulk-strip 2005. Prop 463 TSO. IFR 
equipped with dual NAV-COMS, ADF, DME, Transpon-
der, autopilot. All records. Factory corrosion proofed. 
Reliable work horse. $175,000 +GST if sold in NZ.

1992 Piper PA34-220T Seneca III   ZK-WIW
Only 3620 Hours Since New. Engines both 1660 
since overhaul. King Autopilot Flight Director. King IFR 
avionics. Standard 6 seats. Cargo door.
2 Price Options: (i) $169,950 +GST As-is
(ii) $319,950 +GST with both engines overhauled

ALSO AVAILABLE:
1976 PIPER PA32-260 CHEROKEE SIX   ZK-ELK 
10813 total time since new. Lycoming 0-540-E4B5. 260HP. 2000 
TBO. 1376 hrs since factory overhaul. 624 hrs remaining to TBO. 
7666 hours total time. 687 hrs since overhaul.  15-01-07 (2400 
TBO). Bendix-King IFR avionics. Auto pilot with altitude hold. GPS. 
ME-406 ELT. Maintained & operated on air transport. $140,000 
+GST if sold in NZ. Serious offer invited.
1980 CESSNA 404 TITAN ZK-NDY: Call for details. 
US$549,000 +GST if sold in New Zealand. 
1983 CESSNA CITATION: From US$1m.
1992 SOCATA TOBAGO ZK-MBS: $135,000 +GST if sold 
in New Zealand.
1981 PIPER SENECA III  ZK-UPX: $199,900 +GST if sold 
in New Zealand.
1986 RUTAN LONG EZ ZK-LEZ:  $99,950 No GST. 
(Ask about our Export price!)
CLASSIC TIGER MOTH ZK-CYC:  $140,000 No GST. 
(Ask about our Export price!)

Phone Dennis Thompson (09) 298 6249
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore

Email: dennis@dtiaircraftsales.com

International Aircraft Sales and Acquisitions for 41 years

500m.sq storage with 24/7 security  -  3 bed 
accommodation with Mount views  -  Rental income 

from flat & storage  -  942m.sq leasehold land on 
20 + 20 ground lease    $525,000 + GST (if any)

Phone Ron 027 333 3831

Tauranga Airport Airside Hangar

What would you like to see in KiwiFlyer?  Or would you like to contribute yourself?  Contact us today with your ideas. 55
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See us at 
PilotExpo

Ardmore
12-13 March

Maintenance Engineer

Oceania Aviation Limited are currently 
seeking an Engineer to join the team 

in our Maintenance Department at 
Queenstown Airport.

Ideally you will be skilled on Group 1 
and Group 2 Helicopters.  Experience 
with Group 3 would be an advantage. 

Ongoing training and professional 
development opportunities will be 
provided to the person who shows 

a genuine desire to work in this 
challenging industry.

Apply in confidence to:
Alysha Maynard

Email: alysha@ohl.co.nz

Oceania Aviation Limited
PO Box 2579

Wakatipu 9349

www.oceania-aviation.com

Aveo introduce a special light for LSA 
aircraft and kitplanes. Incorporating the most 
recent LED advances, these lights are both 
unbreakable and affordable. With a free 
replacement lifetime warranty, these are the 
last lights you will ever need to buy. 
These TSO lights exceed TSO C30c and 
C96a standards.

Featuring:
- combined 3-in-1 Nav/Position/Strobe
- 9-32V input range
- light synchronisation as standard
- just 83 grams each
- the lowest drag profile in the industry
- lifetime warranty

Available from

Aircraft Logistics Support Limited

tel: 03 310 7290   fax: 03 310 7291
email: steve@aircraftlogistics.co.nz

www.aircraftlogistics.co.nz




